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ABSTRACT 

 

 With an alarming rise in carbon dioxide (CO2) emission from anthropogenic sources, 

CO2 sequestration has become an attractive choice to mitigate the emission. Some popular 

storage media for CO2 are oil reservoirs, deep coal-bed, and deep oceanic-beds. These have been 

used for the long term CO2 storage. Due to special lowering viscosity and surface tension 

property of CO2, it has been widely used for enhanced oil recovery. The sites for CO2 

sequestration or enhanced oil recovery mostly consist of porous rocks. Lack of knowledge of 

molecular mobility under confinement and molecule-surface interactions between CO2 and 

natural porous media results in generally governed by unpredictable absorption kinetics and total 

absorption capacity for injected fluids, and therefore, constitutes barriers to the deployment of 

this technology. Therefore, it is important to understand the flow dynamics of CO2 through the 

porous microstructures at the finest scale (pore-scale) to accurately predict the storage potential 

and long-term dynamics of the sequestered CO2.  This report discusses about pore-network flow 

modeling approach using variational method and analyzes simulated results this method 

simulations at pore-scales for idealized network and using Berea Sandstone CT scanned images.  

Variational method provides a promising way to study the kinetic behavior and storage potential 

at the pore scale in the presence of other phases.  The current study validates variational 

solutions for single and two-phase Newtonian and single phase non-Newtonian flow through 

angular pores for special geometries whose analytical and/or empirical solutions are known. The 

hydraulic conductance for single phase flow through a triangular duct was also validated against 

empirical results derived from lubricant theory.     
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Lack of knowledge of molecular mobility under confinement and molecule-surface 

interactions between CO2 and natural porous media at pore-scale results in generally 

unpredictable absorption kinetics and total absorption capacity for injected fluids, and therefore, 

constitutes barriers to the deployment of this technology. Absorption kinetics can be tracked at 

pore-scale (micro-scale physics) whereas deployment of technology requires making a prediction 

at reservoir scale (macro-scale physics). Such physics therefore inherently is multi-scale and 

involves multi-physics approach.  Advanced computing and computational technologies has 

potential to provide an economical way to predict the absorption kinetics. Computational 

technologies however have not kept pace with computing technologies. Here, we propose a 

novel variational calculus based pore-network model that harvest engineering approximations 

from micro-structure to pore-scale to pore-network and macro-scale.  

Variational techniques provide bounds on solutions of a variety of problems as well as to 

deliver approximate solutions of these problems. They furnish a basis for a number of numerical 

techniques. In pore-network modeling of single- and multi-phase flow in porous media, a 

representation of the pore space, obtained from thin section images, micro-CT scanning and 

simulations of depositional processes is mapped onto a framework of links and nodes called a 

pore network. These links, representing pore throats, are assigned a variety of shapes to which 

hydraulic conductance are attributed. As outlined in the technical approach section, variational 

methods provide an accurate and convenient method for determining these, both for single and 

multiphase flow by satisfying the flow rules for all networks and nodes.  Flow in these simplified 

networks is governed by its nodal pressures and a set of algorithmic flow rules describing how its 

two phases mix. Although the analogy provides no insight into the flow rules, these networks 

resemble electric circuits. Motivated by the prospect of handling time-varying and/or position 

dependent boundary conditions, a simulator based upon electrical equivalents for the tubes and 

boundary conditions is presented. This work first documents how to translate a geometric 

description of a porous medium into an electric circuit analog. Then, adopting modified nodal 

analysis as a pressure solver, this work documents a data structure to represent the idealized 

network as well as the flow rules governing the system. The variational method predicted flux 

and hydraulic conductance through the chosen geometries within 2-5% error with one parameter, 

and <2% for two parameter in circular geometry ratio of inner to outer radius <0.2).  The results 

of this study indicate that this technique can potentially be applied to non-Newtonian and 

multiphase flow, and flow domains with irregular geometries.  This provides a powerful 

technique for pore-scale network modeling of carbon sequestration reservoir flow.  

In order to predict the physics at macro-scale, a block operator splitting method for 

multiscale scheme was developed. This work is focused on a multiscale method for poroelastic 

deformation based on a fixed point iteration based operator splitting method and a heterogeneous 

multiscale method using finite volume and direct stiffness methods. Using the method of 

manufactured solutions to verify the proposed multiscale algorithm, we characterized the 

convergence of the operator splitting method. This work is under progress and will be 

documented via a doctoral dissertation. A progress for this work is attached in Appendix 1.   
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1 INTRODUCTION   

Flows in porous media are of interest in many fields of science and engineering.  In addition 

to being an area of interest for modern physics, it has numerous practical applications such as in 

oil recovery and hydrology.  For example, in oil recovery, currently fifty percent or more of the 

original oil-in-place is left after traditional recovery techniques (Flow and Transport in Porous 

Media and Fractured Rock).  Therefore, interest ensues to develop enhanced oil recovery 

methods to extract more oil.  In a similar context, this study focuses on two-phase drainage 

displacement where one fluid is actively injected into a simplified network of cylindrical tubes 

representative of a porous medium to evict its native fluid.   

To intelligently exploit any system, there needs to be a sense of what aspects of the problem 

can be manipulated.  Because there ideally is knowledge about some boundary conditions and 

control over others, the potential to extract more native fluid by better capturing known 

conditions and tinkering with controllable ones should be an attractive avenue of study.  In this 

spirit, the objective of this work is to outline a model which handles boundary conditions in a 

less restrictive manner than the approaches taken by previous network simulators.  Using a 

commonly employed method to solve electrical circuits in simulation software, this work handles 

boundaries using existing analogies between fluid networks and resistive circuits and later 

discusses which aspects of this approach need refinement according to the results from testing.  

Flows in porous media involve either miscible displacement or immiscible displacement.  In 

miscible displacement, two or more fluids are completely soluble in each other, meaning that 

there are no distinct interfaces among the fluids contained within the void space.  In this case, the 

flow can be modeled as a single fluid flow and is referred to as a single-phase system.  In the 

immiscible case, an interfacial tension exists among the fluids in the system and distinct 

interfaces separate the fluids within the porous medium domain.  For example, oil and water do 

not mix and maintain a distinct boundary between each other.  Porous media with two or more 

fluids separated by distinct interfaces are referred to as multiphase systems.     

Predicting the response to some excitation is essential to intelligently exploit any system.  

To gain the necessary detail to make such management decisions, models are needed to forecast 

the flows in porous media.  Because the flows in these systems can be viewed at different length 

scales, the amount of detail needed to predict the response of the system depends on the length 

scale of interest.  A porous structure can be described at four different length scales.  The first 

scale, which is discernible only through scanning electron microscopy or thin sections, is the 

pore, or microscopic, scale.  Fluid flow at the pore scale is given by the Navier-Stokes equations.  

Except for only trivial cases, the equations cannot be solved due to complex boundary conditions 

at the interfaces between the fluids and between each fluid in contact with the solid matrix.  The 

next scale is the core, or macroscopic, scale.  A core of rock is taken from a reservoir where 

empirical correlations are developed from laboratory data using known fluid and rock properties.  

Immediately following the core scale is the megascopic scale.  This scale represents the entire 

reservoir and is modeled as a collection of thousands or millions of cores.  The final scale is the 

gigascopic scale and is encountered in landscapes that may contain several reservoirs.  This 

thesis focuses its models on the pore scale. 

When one immiscible fluid displaces another immiscible fluid in a capillary tube, the fluid 

for which the contact angle between the tube and the meniscus is smaller than     is referred to 
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as the wetting fluid.  The other fluid in the tube is referred to as the non-wetting fluid.  The 

wettability of the displacing fluid in a two-phase system classifies the type of displacement in the 

medium.  When the wetting fluid displaces the non-wetting fluid in a two-phase system, the 

process is referred to as imbibition.  Alternatively, drainage displacement refers to the process 

where a non-wetting fluid displaces a wetting fluid in a porous medium.  This thesis focuses on 

drainage displacements.  

 

2 BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE   

Fossil fuels such as petroleum, natural gas, and coal, supply most of the energy around the 

globe. They currently account to over 85% of the world‟s energy needs and will remain in 

abundant supply well into the 21
st
 century [1]. The high standards of living and the luxuries 

currently enjoyed by the industrialized world are due to the role played by fossil fuels. In spite all 

the goodies from fossil fuels, their future is not safe because of the economic and environmental 

threat they possess towards climate change. From those energy sources, coal is a compact 

stratified mass of metamorphosed plant that has, in part, undergone arrested decay to different 

extents of completeness. It originates from the arrested decay of the remains of trees, bushes, 

ferns, mosses, vines, and other forms of plant life that flourished in huge swamps and bogs 

millions of years ago during prolonged periods of humid, tropical climate, and abundant rainfall 

(Hendricks & al, 1945, 1984). It is the most abundant, cheaper, and the largest source of energy 

for the generation of electricity worldwide, however it is as well as one of the largest worldwide 

anthropogenic sources of CO2 emissions. The emissions of NOx, SO2, unburned hydrocarbons, 

and particulates have been controlled by extracting energy from fossil fuels in an 

environmentally friendly way. Efforts to mitigate the greenhouse gas problem have traditionally 

focused on avoiding the production of CO2 by reducing fossil fuel use (typically referred to as 

“CO2 abatement”) [2]. One alternative to CO2 abatement would be to capture CO2 emissions and 

sequester them in carbon reservoirs such as deep aquifers, deep oceans, or minerals [3] [4] [5].To 

sequester the CO2 is to prevent it from entering to the atmosphere. CO2 Sequestration proposes to 

stabilize the CO2 concentration emitted to the atmosphere by relocating it by some special 

techniques. 

One of the ways to reduce CO2 emission to atmosphere is to sequester CO2 and inject it 

underground in coal-bed enhancing the residual methane production [6; 7; 8]. CO2 capture and 

storage involves capturing the CO2 arising from the combustion of fossil fuels, as in power 

generation, or from the preparation of fossil fuels, as in natural-gas processing. It can also be 

applied to the combustion of biomass-based fuels and in certain industrial processes, such as the 

production of hydrogen, ammonia, iron and steel, or cement. Capturing CO2 involves separating 

the CO2   from some other gases. The CO2 must then be transported to a storage site where it will 

be stored away from the atmosphere for a very long time [9]. In order to have a significant effect 

on atmospheric concentrations of CO2, storage reservoirs would have to be large relative to 

annual emissions. Large scale industries and power plants are the primary sources for capture 

and separation. CO2 capture is necessary in order to produce a stream of high pressure CO2 

which is readily transported to a storage site. Even low concentrated CO2 streams can be 

transported, with costs and other economic reasons in mind; a high concentrated CO2 at high 

pressure is desired. Hence, it is important to produce a nearly pure CO2 stream for transport and 

storage. There are quite a few applications that separate CO2 in large industrial plants including 

natural gas treatment plants and ammonia production facilities which are already in operation 

today. One of the current technologies includes the removal of CO2 to purify other industrial gas 
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streams. Typically the separated CO2 is emitted to the atmosphere. Depending on the power plant 

application or the process involved there are three main technologies employed to capture CO2 

generated from the burning of fossil fuels which include coal, oil, natural gas, biomass, or 

mixture of any of these fuels.  

Geological storage of CO2 has as an objective to remove the CO2 from the combustion by-

products and accumulate it at a stable geological reservoir other than the atmosphere. In this type 

of sequestration, CO2 may be transformed into other compounds that are more stable, such 

transformation is due to the interaction of CO2 with other minerals found in the geologic 

reservoir. However, geologically sequestered CO2 may leak from the underground reservoir but, 

as long as the leakage rate is minimized, large amounts of CO2 can be sequestered without 

representing a potential threat to the ecosystem surrounding the reservoir. Geological storage of 

CO2 includes oil and gas reservoirs, un-mineable coal seams, and deep saline reservoirs.  These 

are structures that have stored crude oil, natural gas, brine and CO2 over millions of years. Many 

power plants and other large emitters of CO2 are located near geologic formations that are 

amenable to CO2 storage. Further, in many cases, injection of CO2 into a geologic formation can 

enhance the recovery of hydrocarbons, providing value-added byproducts that can offset the cost 

of CO2 capture and sequestration. For the purpose of research, the geological processes attractive 

to study are the Oil and Gas Reservoirs, Saline Formations and Underground Coal Gasification. 

In some cases, production from an oil or natural gas reservoir can be enhanced by pumping CO2 

gas into the reservoir to push out the product. This is called enhanced oil recovery. The United 

States is the world leader in enhanced oil recovery technology, using about 32 million tons of 

CO2 per year for this purpose (U.S Department of Energy). In an enhanced oil recovery 

application, the integrity of the CO2 that remains in the reservoir is well-understood and very 

high, as long as the original pressure of the reservoir is not exceeded. 

Sequestration of CO2 in deep saline formations does not produce value-added by-products, 

but it has other advantages. First, the estimated carbon storage capacity of saline formations in 

the United States is large, making them a viable long-term solution. It has been estimated that 

deep saline formations in the United States could potentially store up to 500 billion tons of CO2 

(U.S Department of Energy). Second, most existing large CO2 point sources are within easy 

access to a saline formation injection point and, therefore, sequestration in saline formations is 

compatible with a strategy of transforming large portions of the existing U.S. energy and 

industrial assets to near-zero carbon emissions via low-cost carbon sequestration retrofits. 

Assuring the environmental acceptability and safety of CO2 storage in saline formations is a key 

component of this program element. Determining that CO2 will not escape from formations and 

either migrate up to the earth‟s surface or contaminate drinking water supplies is a key aspect of 

sequestration research. Although much work is needed to better understand and characterize 

sequestration of CO2 in deep saline formations, a significant baseline of information and 

experience exists. For example, as part of enhanced oil recovery operations, the oil industry 

routinely injects brines from the recovered oil into saline reservoirs, and the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) has permitted some hazardous waste disposal sites that inject liquid 

wastes into deep saline formations.  

Underground Coal Gasification is a process in which the coal is gasified in the un-mined 

coal seams by drilling deep underground wells and executing the combustion and gasification 

reactions in there. By doing that, the quantities of commercial gas produced could be utilized as a 

source of power generation and as chemical feedstock. The UCG system is a more environment-

friendly process, meaning that the emissions of sulfur, nitrous oxides, and mercury are more 
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controlled than in the regular system. In addition, this method can represent an increase of the 

coal resources, due to the fact that deep coal seams that were not mineable before can now be 

exploited. Moreover, by using this technique, once a cavity is formed, CO2 could be pumped 

back which would represent an innovative idea for CO2 storage. UCG basically consists of 

various parts. First, a well has to be drilled into the coal seam. Once the seam is reached, air or 

oxygen is injected. On the other side, another well is drilled to position a pipe through which the 

gases produced in the process are to be extracted. The coal then is burned from the first well. The 

reaction between coal, oxygen, and water generates CO2, CH4, CO, H2, N2, and other gases. 

Once the coal is totally consumed, they restart the whole process again. By doing this process 

over and over, cavities are formed underground, which could represent a good site to test the 

CO2 sequestration process. According to the data presented in the articles, the UCG technique 

has been tested in different countries since the 1930s when it was recognized as a viable method 

of coal power-generation. Different trials have been run in China, U.S, Russia (and former Soviet 

Union), Australia, and Europe. Nowadays, China has the biggest UCG program running with 16 

trials developed since the late 1980‟s. However, Australia, with the Chinchilla Project, has run 

the largest UCG project. In regards to the coal composition, it must consist of a total ash content 

of less than 60% and the seam has to be continuous with minimum discontinuities. From the 

environmental perspective, it is recommended that aquifers are not located nearby to avoid any 

type of water contamination. As seen the UCG is a well-researched process and has been around 

for some decades, but it has not been commercialized in large scale. However, the CO2 

sequestration from this process is relatively new and in the process of developing. At the present 

moment, a set of protocols have not been developed yet and, the ones that have been developed, 

have not received a widespread acceptance due to the doubtful arguments such protocols 

generate. 

Talking about the general process of CO2 sequestration, there are some basic steps to follow 

in order to achieve the CO2 storage. First, CO2 would have to be separated from the other gases, 

with a minimum of 95% CO2 purity. This could be achieved by using the Selexol or Rectisol 

processes. It is important to point out that if oxygen is used to separate the CO2, separation is 

easy, but oxygen is expensive. Once it is separated, the CO2 can be stored, and storing it requires 

more advanced techniques that, nowadays, are still in development. According to the articles 

mentioned, in order to understand the operational concerns of the CO2 storage more technical 

knowledge is needed which is why an accelerated research program is needed to provide new 

innovative ways of storing CO2 with a high rate of success. Of course, there are many constraints 

about the “how” of the CO2 sequestration process. Some of them are: Temperature and Pressure 

constraints, Geo-mechanical response, Ground –water displacement risk, Geochemical 

Response, and CO2 fate. The Underground Coal Gasification process represents an effective way 

of coal power-generation. This process eliminates conventional coal mining. By doing so, the 

operating costs, surface damage, and mine safety concerns are greatly improved. Also, it 

increases the coal resources of the country due to the increase of minable deep seams with this 

process. It is an environment friendly process if done it correctly because no coal is transported 

to the surface, the ash stays underground, some of the gas contaminants are not produced, more 

energy for mining is saved, and it could lead to the generation of a well develop protocol for CO2 

sequestration. CO2 sequestration is crucial for making fossil fuel use sustainable over the long 

term. It represents a realistic method of preventing CO2 to be emitted to the atmosphere.  

Geological sequestration in saline aquifers may develop to enlarge the volume of CO2 being 

stored. It is important to mention again, that the CO2 sequestration process following the UCG 
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technique is relatively new and more research and information needs to be performed in order to 

attain a well-founded base to develop a standard protocol satisfying all the constraints and 

requirements previously presented. For all sequestration techniques, there is no accurate method 

to measure how much CO2 can be stored and what consequences it will bring in the long run. 

Once sequestration is put into action, research is needed to help determine which methods are the 

most secure and effective techniques to prevent the CO2 to reach the atmosphere. The three 

technologies will be discussed in the following section. 

Pre-combustion capture is widely applied in fertilizer manufacturing and in hydrogen 

production. Although the initial fuel conversion steps of pre-combustion are more elaborate and 

costly, the higher concentrations of CO2 in the gas stream and the higher pressure make the 

separation easier. These systems process the primary fuel in a reactor with steam and air or 

oxygen to produce a mixture consisting mainly of carbon monoxide and hydrogen (synthesis 

gas). A second reactor known as a shift reactor is employed to react with the carbon monoxide 

with steam to produce hydrogen along with CO2. The resulting mixture is then separated to 

produce different streams of hydrogen and CO2. Once the CO2 is stored, the hydrogen is a carbon 

free energy carrier that can be combusted to generate power and/or heat. The CO2 produced in 

the shift reactor is typically of the order 15 to 60 percent by volume. Thus this process is more 

feasible even though the initial fuel conversion methods are more elaborate and more expensive 

than in a post combustion process. This process is used in power plants that employ integrated 

gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technology. Oxyfuel combustion systems use oxygen 

instead of air for the combustion of the primary fuel in order to produce a flue gas which is 

mainly water vapor and CO2. The result is a flue gas with high concentrations of CO2. The 

amount of CO2 is typically greater than 80% by volume. The gas stream is then cooled and 

compressed to remove the water vapor. This results in high CO2 concentrations in the gas 

streams and therefore, in easier separation of CO2 and in increased energy requirements in the 

separation of oxygen from air. Oxy fuel combustion is still in the demonstration phase. 

There has been some research going on this topic. There are several projects undergoing to 

enhance methane production by sequestering CO2 underground. Bromhal and his group at NETL 

studied the various issues associated with the CO2 sequestration such as effects of sorption in 

coal-beds, cross-over from capillary figuring, spatial avalanches, and transient analysis for 

measure permeability [10] [11] [12] [13]. Melnichenko et al. and his group at ORNL used small 

angle neutron scattering (SANS) to understand the pore-size specific details into the mechanisms 

of CO2 sorption in coals and to characterize the density and volume of the sorbed CO2, factors 

that are key to determining the efficacy of potential sequestration reservoirs [14; 15; 16; 17]. A 

feasibility of CO2 sequestration in deep unminerable coalseams is presented in the report by 

Advanced Resources International (ARI), a Department of Energy contractor, by performing 

detailed reservoir studies of two enhanced coalbed methane recovery field projects in the San 

Juan basin [8; 18; 19]. Pore network modeling of a variety of transport processes in porous 

media originally cast great insight into the dynamics of supercritical CO2 fluid or gaseous form, 

oil and water in reservoir pore spaces [20; 13; 21; 22] and have seen resurgence in recent years. 

Examples of such processes for which the details of the pore structure have a key impact are 

two-phase [23; 24; 25; 26] and three-phase [27] flows, leading to relative permeability 

relationships for input into reservoir simulators, non-Newtonian displacement processes [28; 29], 

such as in polymer floods, and reactive transport [30; 31], in which chemical reactions occur at 

fluid-fluid and/or fluid-solid interfaces. An example of such reactive transport is the conversion 

of sequestered carbon dioxide into carbonate [32].  
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In our work, we develop a single phase flow conductance model for various shapes which 

include generalized triangular and circular geometries. We develop the model for a Newtonian 

fluid and Non- Newtonian fluid. The differences between a Newtonian and a Non- Newtonian 

fluid are explained in the following section. We then validate the results against analytical and 

the empirical solutions. Using the variational method we consider two test functions to 

approximate the velocity. The flow considered is continuous inside the pore geometry that 

satisfies the no-slip boundary conditions. We work on deriving the formula for conductance 

model for the triangular and the circular cross section pore duct in Non- Newtonian flows. The 

derivation process has been described in chapter 3 which gives a detailed explanation on the 

methodology and procedure used.  

 

3 REPORT DETAILS 

3.1 Method  

 

Fluid flow in circular and non-circular pipes is a common phenomenon. For example the 

water flow in pipes is very common at homes. Examples of fluid flow are flow of river, flow of 

air over an airplane etc. In the case of CO2 sequestration, the CO2 to be stored is in supercritical 

state which is a liquid. The liquefied CO2 is injected into the oil fields. Here the CO2 flows 

through the porous rock and is stored for the long term usage. Description about a pore and 

porous media is discussed in the later section. Navier-Stokes equations are the generalized 

equations that describe the motion of a fluid.  

3.1.1 Governing equations  

The Navier-stokes equations describe the motion of a fluid. These equations are derived 

from the Newton‟s second law of fluid motion assuming that the fluid stresses are the sum of the 

viscous stresses and the pressure. A solution to the Navier-stokes equation gives us the velocity 

of the fluid at a given point in space and time. The equations such as mass continuity are derived 

from the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy.  

The flow of fluid is governed by the conservation principles of mass, energy and linear and 

angular momentum. These equations describe how the mass, energy and momentum of a fluid 

change with respect to time and position. The continuity equation is a differential equation which 

describes the transport of some kind of conserved quantity. This can be done using the Reynolds 

transport theorem; an integral relation stating sum of changes of an intensive property(L) over a 

control volume should be equal to what is lost or gained on the boundaries of the volume and 

also what is created by sources inside the control volume. This is defined by the following 

integral equation: 

 

           
 

  
∫      
 

∫        
  

∫    
 

 (3.1) 

Here  

  = flow velocity 

L= intensive property 

Q = sources in the fluid 

Ω = control volume 

   = bounding surface 
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When divergence theorem is applied on the above surface integral it changes to a volume 

integral 

           
 

  
∫      
 

∫          
 

∫    
 

 

 

 (3.2) 

 

 

  

Now upon applying Leibniz‟s rule to the integral, we obtain 

 

           ∫  
  

  
             

 
                 (3.3) 

 

The integral should be zero for any control volume if and only if 

 

 

           
  

  
                                      (3.4) 

The general form of the mass continuity equation can be obtained from the above 

equation taking L as density and putting Q as zero since there are no sources of mass. The mass 

continuity equation can thus be defined as follows 

 
  

  
          

   (3.5) 

Where   = density of the fluid 

   = flow velocity  

In an incompressible fluid, since   is constant. 

     ( ∇. v ) = 0      (3.6) 

The Navier-stokes momentum equation can be described as  

      

  
        

          

                     (3.7) 

 

Here, substitute equation (3.6) into equation (3.7), we get, 

                         

(3.8) 

where P is pressure. 

 

Since density is constant, using eqn (3.6), we get 

                                                          (3.9) 

 

The equation (3.9) can be expanded in X, Y, Z directions as: 

 

X- Component: 
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Y- Component: 
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Z- Component: 
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      (3.12)                    

Where  

  = flow velocity in X direction 

  = flow velocity in Y direction 

  = flow velocity in Z direction 

 

    The flow is assumed to be fully developed and only in Z direction which gives us the 

following conditions: 

                                         
 

  
    

  

              (3.13)                    

 

Applying these conditions in equation (3.12), we arrive at  
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      (3.15)                    

 

Defining pressure drop per unit length,  
  

  
  = G, we get  

  

                                                   
 

 
     

        

      (3.16)  

3.1.2 Pore-network extraction 

A pore or pore space is a microscopic narrow tube where fluid can pass. Figure 3.1.1 

describes pore spaces. A combination of a large number of pores and throats gives us a porous 

medium. For example soil, sand stone, carbonate etc. are good examples of a porous media. 

Fluid flow through a porous media is similar to pouring a cup of water over soil and letting the 

water seep through. Given below is an example how a porous rock material is modeled to 

generate a pore network starting from a Micro-CT image to a pore metwork construction. 
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Figure 3.1.1 (a) Porous rock sample (sandstone).  (b) Micro-CT image of the cross section.  (c) 3-Dmodel to 

represent the rock model.  (d) Pore network construction. (Images source:Numerical Rocks) 

It is not easy to describe the flow in a porous media owing to the complexity of the medium. 

Even if we know the flow in a single tube which can be simple equations but still the 

combination of all the tubes makes it very hard to know the flow. The two important properties 

describing the characteristics of a porous medium are porosity and the permeability. The porosity 

is defined as the ratio of pore volume over the matrix volume. Pore volume is the total volume of 

the pore spaces while the matrix volume is the total volume including the pore spaces. Very 

often the porosity of the medium is assumed constant for the whole medium. Permeability is the 

ability of the fluid to flow through the medium. Also often called absolute permeability, it only 

depends on the geometry of the medium. Another important quantity is the dynamic viscosity 

which characterizes the fluid flow in pore space. At microscopic level there is an interchange of 

momentum in collisions between the molecules which cause the friction forces. The viscosity of 

the fluid is nothing but the strength of the frictional forces.  

The fluid flow in a porous medium is given by the Darcy equation. 

  

 
    

 

 
          

(3.17) 

 

Where U = Flow rate, 

 K = permeability, 

   = viscosity, 

    = pressure gradient, 

   = density of the fluid, 

   = acceleration due to the gravitational forces. 

This equation has been very popular but it gets complicated and the number crunching 

becomes huge when applied to a network of pores of different shapes. The variational method 

presented in the following section provides a method of finding approximate solutions to the 

variables. When compared to the traditional slip/ no-slip methods, the formulational and 

computational efforts of variational approach would be much less. These variational techniques 

appear to provide powerful means of finding approximate solutions over domains of known 

simple shapes with predetermined boundary conditions. This methodology will now be used for 

a variety of one and two dimensional problems.  

3.1.3 Variational method for flow conductance 

In a straight channel or for a weakly converging-diverging geometry by way of the 

lubrication approximation, the flow velocity wi(x,y) at a point (x, y) in the cross section satisfies 

the equation 3.16.  For one phase flow, a function (I[f]) is defined in eqn 3.18. Minimization of 

this function, which also corresponds to minimizing total energy, is used to find the parameter α. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Here, f is a test function that satisfies the boundary conditions and weakly approximates the 

solution to equation 3.16.  
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∫     {         }
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     (3.19)                    
The flux (q) and hydraulic conductance (g)  is given by 

    

   ∫      
 

     
 

   
 

        

     (3.20)                    

 

We use the test function, 

                                                       
 

      
(3.21)                    

For two phase flow, 
                                                     

  

  
      ; i=1,2       

(3.22)                    
 

    is the pressure drop per unit length in phase i and   is the phase viscosity. 

The boundary conditions on the fluid- solid boundaries are no slip. 

 
                                                 

           

 For (x, y)  Γi; i = 1, 2 

 

        

     (3.23)    

 

 

 

 

                 

   
Figure 3.1.2 Two phase description 

 

With equal velocities and shear stresses at the fluid-fluid interface: 
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                                  for  (x, y)   Γ12      (3.24)                    
and  

     
̂               

̂            

                                              for (x, y)  Γ 12                (3.25)                    
To address this problem in a variational context, the velocities w1 and w2 are replaced by test 

functions f1 and f2 containing free parameters that are chosen to minimize a functional, given in 

Eq. (3.26) below. The test functions need not satisfy the governing equations in Eqs. (3.16), nor 

the boundary condition in Eq.  (3.25). They must, however, satisfy Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). Under 

these conditions, and rather weak conditions on continuity, it can be shown that an optimal 

choice of the test parameters is the one that minimizes the functional 
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∫     {             }   
  

 

 
∫     {              }
  

 
      

(3.26)                    

The choice is optimal because it minimizes the viscous dissipation in the system within the 

constraints of the actual functional forms deployed for f1 and f2 : the absolute minimum in the 

dissipation is obtained when fi = wi. We have,   
                                    

 

 [     ]   
 

 
     

 

 
     

  
(3.27) 

 

where the phase fluxes are given by 

 

Equality in Eq. (3.27) holds if and only if fi = wi.  

 

3.1.4 Pore-network model  

In pore scale network modeling, the porous medium is an idealized network of simple 

geometries.  While this idealization in general leads to loss of geometrical and topological 

information, simplification in the medium allows simulators to model flow behavior in larger 

domains with less computational effort compared to other approaches.  This section defines a 

network model as it applies to a porous medium and explains how existing models specifically 

treat boundary conditions.  Figure 3.1.3 shows a small region of an example two-dimensional 

porous medium and how to represent it as an idealized network of simple geometries. 

 

                                        

                                             ∫     
  

        ;  i = 1, 2  

                             
(3.28)                    
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Figure 3.1.3: Evolution of a region into a network. 

 

In general, a flow network is a directed graph of nodes and edges where material flows.  The 

material moves through the system from one or more source nodes where it is produced to one or 

more sink nodes where it is consumed.  A flow network assumes an infinite supply of material at 

each source and that sinks can consume all material it receives.  Each edge serves as a conduit 

for the material to flow with a stated capacity and because each node may be associated with 

multiple edges, nodes serve as conduit junctions.   

In the context of two-phase flow, the nodes and edges in a flow network are usually assigned 

a geometric volume to approximate the void space of a porous medium.  In this fashion, each 

geometric volume sets the capacity for the material in the network.  Unlike most flow network 

problems, the network is assumed to be filled to capacity at the onset; each node and edge is 

completely filled with wetting fluid before any source node introduces non-wetting fluid into the 

system at t≥0.  Similar to an electrical circuit, external excitation and physical properties of the 

materials occupying the network govern the direction and magnitude of flow in each edge.  

Because the phases in the network contend to occupy space within a network already filled to 

capacity, any injected volume of invading fluid forces fluid closest to the sinks to exit the 

network.  However, the interaction of fluid within the network leading up to the sinks is not 

trivially explained and under this simplified view of a porous medium, a set of algorithmic flow 

rules are needed to describe how the fluids mix.  Because the flow network perspective is an 

attractive alternative to solving the Navier-Stokes equations, there is an inherent assumption that 

the pressure within an edge is uniform.  Therefore, these models tend to solve for pressures at the 

nodes for a network under some pressure and/or flux boundary conditions and use these nodal 

pressures to advance the fluids in the network according to the aforementioned flow rules. 

The flow networks considered in this work treat edges as cylindrical tubes which meet at 

volume-less nodes.  In addition to this geometrical constraint, edges are not allowed to be 

connected in parallel to accommodate the data structures used to represent the network.  

Regardless, this choice is physically reasonable because, as exemplified in Figure 2.1, more than 

two edges connected in some nonparallel configuration are needed to approximate the α-

subdomain around a β-subdomain in the domain boundary of the porous medium.  

Boundary conditions considered in flow networks are usually constant pressure or constant 

flux.  While implementing a constant pressure boundary condition is numerically 

straightforward, most pore scale network models have used constant flux boundary conditions to 

study two-phase flow for prescribed capillary numbers.  Despite the frequency of this choice, 

applying constant flow rate conditions at the boundaries has not been applied trivially.   

Considering the Washburn equation, Aker et al. equated the total flux over the whole 

domain as the sum of a function of the global pressure difference and a function of the capillary 

pressure.  Assuming a linear relationship between the pressures at upstream and downstream 
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boundaries, they arrived at a system of equations depending upon the fluid configurations which 

needed to be solved for two different pressure differences imposed at the boundaries to infer the 

flux.  However, this approach involves solving the pressure field twice at each time step.  To 

avoid this downside, another approach taken by Al-Gharbi and Blunt assumes that the pressure 

drop to maintain a constant injection rate changes minimally between successive time steps.  

According to their perspective, the nodes and centers of the edges admit a pressure.  Applying 

volume conservation at these sites, expressions for the pressures at the nodes and centers of 

edges are derived and the resulting systems of equations are solved for the  th time step.  

Designating this global pressure difference as      , the total injection for the  th time step    

is arrived at by summing the flow rates at the inlet edges.  Then adopting their assumption, the 

pressure at the next time step        is computed from 

 

              [   (
    

 
)]  

(3.29)                    

 

where   is the desired injection rate and   is a constant parameter set to     for their tests.   

Regardless of the specifics, each approach is indirect and often computationally expensive.  

Each approach represents one or more artificial constraints imposed on the network and the 

specific aim of this work is to propose and test an alternative which imposes less restraint on the 

networks that can be studied.   

The Hagen-Poiseuille equation describes the flow of an incompressible, Newtonian fluid in 

a cylindrical duct.  It is given by   

 

     
     

 

      
       

(3.30) 

 

where the subscripts   and   denote the ends of the tube,      is the volumetric flow rate,      

is the radius of the tube,       is the pressure drop across the tube,   is the viscosity of the fluid, 

and      is the length of the tube.   

In the case of immiscible displacement, an interfacial tension exists among the fluids in the 

system which prevents the fluids from mixing with each other.  Consider a tube containing two 

immiscible fluids as shown in Figure 3.1.4.   

 

 
Figure 3.1.4: Flow in tube containing a meniscus. 

The capillary pressure    due to the interface between the two phases is given by the Young-

Laplace equation 
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(3.31) 

 

where   is the interfacial tension between the two phases,   is the radius of the tube, and   is 

the contact angle between the wetting and non-wetting phases.   The pressure difference at the 

ends of the tube must overcome capillary pressure in order for the meniscus to advance further 

into the tube.   

In drainage displacement, forward flow refers to the non-wetting fluid displacing the wetting 

fluid in the system.  While globally true for the system, in general there may be local instances 

due to the pressure distribution within the system where a wetting fluid displaces the non-wetting 

fluid.  This occurrence is known as backflow because the interface is forced to retreat rather than 

continue its invasion.  The material in this section is relevant to model validation or rejection.  

Because this material is specific to a network excited by a single source of constant injection at a 

lone source node, there is no all-encompassing validation that comes even if some model 

qualitatively matches the flow regime patterns.  However, without specific experimental data for 

other combinations of circuit excitation for comparison, this is the best available option. 

Disregarding the influence of gravity, viscous and capillary forces govern flow behavior during 

two-phase displacement.  Two dimensionless quantities, the capillary number and viscosity ratio, 

describe displacement with respect to these forces.  The capillary number    describes the 

competition between capillary and viscous forces and is defined as 

 

   
   

      
  

(3.32) 

 

where   is the injection rate,    is viscosity of the non-wetting fluid,   is the cross-sectional 

area of the inlet,   is the interfacial tension between the two phases, and   is the wetting angle 

between the non-wetting and wetting phases.  Large viscous dominated flow is observed when 

this quantity is large while capillary dominated flow occurs when it is small. The viscosity ratio 

  is the viscosity of the invading non-wetting fluid divided by the viscosity of the defending 

wetting fluid, or 

 

  
  

  
  (3.33) 

 

Flow is classified into three regimes: stable, viscous fingering, and capillary fingering.  The 

Lenormand diagram depicts how the capillary number and viscosity ratio relate to each regime.  

As shown in the figure, each regime illustrates how well the invading non-wetting fluid displaces 

the native wetting fluid in a porous medium.  During stable displacement, the viscosity of the 

injected fluid drives the flow as capillary effects and the pressure drop in the displaced fluid are 

negligible.  The flow pattern resembles a mostly flat front with minor instances of trapped 

wetting fluid behind the front.  During viscous fingering, the viscosity of the displaced fluid is 

the primary mechanism driving the flow as capillary effects and the pressure drop in the 

displacing fluid are negligible.  The flow pattern resembles tree-like fingers with no loops that 

spread across the whole network and grow towards the outlet.  During capillary fingering, the 

viscous forces are negligible in both fluids and capillarity drives the flow.  The fingers in this 
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pattern grow in all directions and form loops which trap the displaced fluid.  Regardless, stable 

displacement maximizes displacement effectiveness and either fingering regime is unfavorable. 

3.1.5 Circuit approach to model pore-network flow 

Basic Circuit Analogy:  

A simplified pore scale network model reduces a porous medium into an interconnection of 

tubes that meet at nodes.  Because solving for the displacement using a set of differential 

equations is not guaranteed at the pore scale, this brand of model circumvents solving the 

Navier-Stokes equations altogether by solving for the pressures at the nodes and updating the 

displacement according to the resulting pressure distribution and a set of algorithmic flow rules.  

In this fashion, the network is analogous to an electric circuit. To handle boundary conditions 

more effectively than known models, this chapter provides the necessary information to 

understand how to use computer-aided analysis techniques to solve the pressures in pore 

networks.  These techniques are based on basic electrical circuit theory and used quite 

extensively in software such as Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis, or SPICE.  

As such, the information in this chapter is presented using electric circuits.  The chapter 

concludes by describing the translation between a porous medium and its electrical equivalent 

such that the application of these techniques is straightforward.     

To complete the analogy between electric circuit and fluid network, this section outlines 

how to translate a description of a network and its boundary conditions into a circuit.  The 

resulting schematic really completes the analogy between electric circuits and pore scale 

networks.  Once a schematic is known, modified nodal analysis is used for each time step to 

solve for nodal pressures in the algorithm of the next chapter that advances the fluids.  

Consider the unrealistically small single-phase network in Figure 3.1.5.  As shown, the 

network is a lattice of tubes perpendicular to one another.  To avoid confusion, keep in mind that 

the angles of the tubes have no effect on the flow in the circuit; no mathematical expression 

presented in this work considers the angle of a tube between its two connecting nodes.    

Although not shown diagrammatically, the top row of nodes in Figure 3.1.5 are all injected with 

the invading fluid at a constant injection rate.  In this fashion, these nodes are all really the same 

node because a constant injection rate is achieved with a flux source.  The bottom row of nodes 

serve as the outlet and as with the top row, these nodes are all really the same node.  The other 

nodes are connected as shown in the figure.  The equivalent schematic diagram is shown in 

Figure 3.1.6. As shown in Figure 3.1.6, the outlet node is the reference node.  Because the 

injection rate of the top row matches the eviction rate at the bottom row, the shown schematic is 

justifiable.  Also notice in the figure that the nodes are numbered.  Because these fluid circuits 

must be conveyed to the computer, the nodes are numbered to later aid in the formation of a 

netlist.    Consider Figure 3.1.5 again.  To model a second situation, now assume that the top 

node remains a source node where the invading fluid enters.  This time, however, let nodes  ,  , 

 , and   have pressure conditions relative to the outlet node.  The equivalent circuit is shown in 

Figure 3.1.7.   Conceivably, several complicated interconnections of tubes and boundary 

conditions can be considered if they do not violate the circuit.    Note that the interconnection of 

tubes is concealed in a so-called “black box”.  Because the translation between a geometric 

description and schematic is straightforward, we discontinue further examples of this process. 
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Figure 3.1.5: Lattice of tubes. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1.6: Schematic for top row of nodes with constant injection rate. 
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Figure 3.1.7: Schematic for top row of nodes with constant pressure relative to outlet. 

 

Circuit Analogy Extension to Two Phase Flow:  

Consider the simplified view of a two-phase system excited by some boundary conditions.  

Initially, the network of cylindrical tubes, which meet at volume-less nodes, is completely filled 

with a wetting fluid.  Through some external excitation at the boundaries, a non-wetting fluid is 

injected into the network to evict the native wetting fluid through the outlet boundary.  

Regardless of the specific stimulation, these sources of excitation along with the resistances of 

the tubes cause differences in the pressures between any two nodes in the network.  Fluid flows 

between any two adjacent nodes provided the difference in pressure between both nodes exceeds 

the capillary pressure for those nodes‟ connecting tube.  Under these conditions, the invading 

fluid displaces the native fluid and the resistance of the network continually changes.  While a 

method has been established at this point to solve for the pressures at the nodes, we have yet to 

document how the fluids interact with each other and how to cope with the continually changing 

resistance of the network.  Additionally, because tracking every meniscus in even a single tube 

can prove hopeless, any simplified model is not capable of capturing the exact nature of the flow.  

However, a set of well-defined rules, which the fluids follow to flow throughout the system 

unambiguously, attempts to record as much of the flow as algorithmically possible.   

While the data structures tracking the fluids within the network limit what aspects of the 

flow we can record, the data structures should still be conducive to networks with irregular 

connectivity.  Consistent with network flow problems, adjacency lists or adjacency matrices are 

typically used to represent the structure as each meets this criterion.  Because the networks 

considered within this report are sparse, or the number of edges is significantly less than the 

square of the number of nodes, the algorithm is presented using an adjacency list data structure.   
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In essence, an adjacency list representation is a list of lists.  The main list records every node 

in the network.  Each of these entries is associated with a list of its own whose entries are the 

nodes adjacent to the node in the main list.  As can be concluded, an adjacency list is 

straightforward to form from a netlist file representing a network of interest.  Figure 3.1.7 shows 

an example network and its corresponding adjacency list representation.  While other 

implementations for this data structure exist, the figure shows the example adjacency list as an 

array of pointers to linked list data structures.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.7: (a) Example network. (b) Its Adjacency list representation. 

 

Adopting an object-oriented programming view of the problem, additional information 

about the nodes and edges is stored in the adjacency list.  Using this paradigm, nodes are 

assigned pressure and type attributes.  The pressures stored in this data structure are the result of 

MNA and must be updated for each progression in time.  For every instance of the node class, 

the type attribute signifies whether or not non-wetting fluid has reached that node object.  As can 

be concluded, the source node is non-wetting while the sink node, because it must allow both 

fluids to exit the network, is the only node whose type attribute is inconsequential.  At    , the 

remaining nodes in the system are wetting and change type as specified by the flow rules to be 

discussed later in this chapter.  Similarly, an edge, which corresponds to a link in the linked lists, 

is assigned attributes of its own such as length and radius, conductance, and flux.  In addition to 

these obvious attributes, the structure tracks two other attributes to make sense of which fluids 

reside inside the tube.  These attributes are explained in the next section. 

As written, the example adjacency list in Figure 3.1.8 is undirected.  If the main list 

conveyed in the array of pointers is named    , for each node   corresponding to an index of the 

array,    [ ] contains all the nodes   such that there is an edge between the node   and each 

node  .   More memory is required to represent the network in the undirected case than the 

directed case.  Because attention must be taken to maintain a consistent view of the attributes in 
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the network, additional looping costs are associated with this implementation.  In contrast, 

    [ ]  in a directed graph contains all the nodes   when current flows from   to  .  An 

example directed adjacency list is shown in Figure 4.2 for the accompanying network with 

specified flow directions.  Not to be confused with a source associated with a boundary 

condition, the node   in the main list depicting this situation is referred to as the source node 

while each   is referred to as a destination node.  Because current flows out of the source node to 

each destination node, the edges associated with these nodes are referred to as outgoing tubes.  

Because the pressure distribution is ever-changing, the directed implementation needs to 

accommodate changes in current direction.  Therefore, there must be the ability to remove an 

element   from the linked list of     [ ] and insert it into the linked list of    [ ] during any 

iteration if it is warranted.  Because there is an unlikely need to relocate several elements during 

an iteration (with the possible exception of the first iteration when the current directions are 

initially assumed by the netlist), the directed case is regarded as the best choice.  However, 

because it is straightforward to loop through either form of the data structure to form the   sub-

matrix for Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) and update attributes of the network when needed, 

either form is technically amenable to the algorithm discussed momentarily.   

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1.8: (a) Example directed network. (b) Its Adjacency list representation. 

  

Consider a single tube in the simplified two-phase system.  Let this tube connect to node   
and node  .  Albeit abstract, let this tube be initially filled with a single fluid, referring to it as the 

defending fluid, and allow it to have viscosity     .  After some time, assume that an invading 

fluid with viscosity      invades the tube with length   and radius   from node  .  Figure 3.1.9 

shows the fluid arrangement. 
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Figure 3.1.9: Abstract fluid arrangement in a tube. 

 

As Figure 3.1.9 shows, variable      represents a fraction of the length of the tube and 

follows the penetration of the invading fluid into the tube.  Therefore,      is between zero and 

one inclusive. Recall the resistance for a tube filled with a single fluid.  To derive the equivalent 

conductance of the tube shown in Figure 3.1.9, the tube is viewed as two tubes connected in 

series.  In the fluid configuration shown, the resistor with viscosity      has a length of       and 

the resistor with viscosity      has length (      ) .  The equivalent resistance of the tube is  
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(3.34) 

 

Therefore, the conductance of the tube, which is more amenable to MNA, is 

 

     
     

 

  [             (      )]
  

(3.35) 

 

From the expression, the conductance of an edge is easily computed knowing the type of the 

defending fluid and penetration of the invading fluid into each tube.  For example, given a non-

wetting fluid with viscosity       injected into a network initially filled with wetting fluid with 

viscosity          , if some instance of an edge class in the network at some time     has a 

defending type attribute of wetting and      attribute of    ,  it is known that the non-wetting 

fluid has invaded into the tube a fifth of the tube‟s length.  In this example, it is also known that 

this particular edge object must use                and            to compute its 

conductance.  Therefore, to adequately track and compute the conductance for each tube, the 

edge class under the object-oriented programming paradigm must define defending type and      

attributes. 

Note that in equation 3.35, the term              (      )  is the effective viscosity, 

       
, of the tube.   Inserting the equation into             , where                 , the 

volumetric flow rate of a two-phase tube is  
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(3.36) 

 

 

which is the Washburn equation.  Because the meniscus only advances if            
, the 

flow rate is algorithmically given by 
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(3.37) 

 

As the next section discusses, to advance the flow pattern in time, the procedure is 

equivalent to solving equation 4.4 for each time step.   

Menisci advancement is algorithmically challenging.  At    , the geometry and 

interconnection of the tubes, properties of the fluids, and sources of excitation are all known.  

However, nothing is known about the network at the next time step considering the inherent 

interdependencies among the variables.  Obviously, the pressure distribution and saturation 

mutually affect each other; the pressure differences across and flux through each tube affects the 

invasion of the non-wetting fluid into the network while concurrently, this invasion 

instantaneously affects the pressure differences across and flux through each tube as the 

conductance of each multiphase tube changes through this dynamic process.  Because it is 

unknown how any of these parameters evolve by the next time step, an algorithm based on some 

sort of implicit method is not an option; an explicit approach is needed.   

Adopting an explicit mindset, the conductance of each tube is first computed during a time 

step from the attributes of the nodes and edges.  Using each conductance and sources of 

excitation, the pressure is then computed from MNA followed by the flux for each tube from 

            .  At this point, the saturation is updated.  While straightforward, the matter of 

choosing an appropriate time step and advancing the menisci remains. 

Reconsider Figure 3.1.9 with       .  Assuming the type attribute of node   differs from 

the defending fluid attribute of the tube and an adequate pressure difference exists to drive the 

invading fluid, the meniscus at      needs to advance.  Because the velocity of the flow in the 

tube is the volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area of the tube, the normalized 

velocity at some moment in time is given by  

 
     

  
 

    

     
     

  
(3.38) 

 

For some iteration, the right-hand side of equation 3.38 is a constant.  Using a forward Euler 

discretization of order      , the next position of      is given by 
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(3.39) 
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where    is the step size.  Alternatively, using a central difference discretization of order 

        , the next position of      is given by 

 

(    )   
 (    )   

 
        

     
     

  
(3.40) 

 

Use of equation 3.41 requires that the program keep a record of the previous position in 

addition to the current position and that equation 3.40 be used for the first advancement of the 

meniscus.  The previous position is simply an additional attribute in the edge class.   

Because the pressure distribution and saturation mutually affect each other, an appropriate 

time stepping mechanism is needed to hopefully ensure a reliable flow pattern.  Choosing a 

maximum normalized step length       a meniscus may travel during a time step, each 

multiphase tube has a time associated with it computed from either equation 3.40 or equation 

3.41 depending on the chosen simulator.  After cycling through each multiphase tube, the 

minimum of these times is taken to be the time step to advance the simulation.  For a simulator 

that uses only equation 4.5 to advance the network, the time step is chosen using  
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(3.41) 

 

which ensures that no tube advances beyond its physical capacity.  A similar expression 

follows for a simulator which uses equation 3.41. 

At some stage during a simulation, the network is composed of nodes with different type 

attributes and tubes with different defending type and      attributes.  To make sense of the fluid 

arrangements and unambiguously advance the fluids, a fluid reorganization technique is used 

prior to advancing each meniscus to ensure that the type attribute of a source node in an 

adjacency list matches the fluid represented by the      attributes of its outgoing tubes.   

At the beginning of an iteration, the conductance and nodal pressures are computed followed 

by the flux for each tube.  Assuming a directed graph implementation, if the flux for any tube in 

an outgoing tube is negative, the direction has changed from the previous iteration and the 

directed graph must be corrected such that the tube in the data structure is outgoing with the 

correct source node and destination node.  For such an occurrence, the element   from the linked 

list of     [ ] is removed and inserted into the linked list of    [ ].  In addition to storing the 

magnitude of the flux in the moved link‟s flux attribute field, the defending type and      

attributes of the edge potentially change.  For a source node whose type attribute differs from the 

defending type attribute of the edge, the defending type and      attributes are unchanged.  

However, for a source node whose type attribute matches the defending type attribute of the 

edge,             and the defending type attributed is changed to the other fluid to effectively 

rearrange the fluids in the tube.    

Although not always a point of agreement among programmers to allow a function to 

perform more than one task, the fluid reorganization technique and computation of a time step 

can be coded into a single method.  In this fashion, as the program examines a tube in the 

adjacency list, its fluids are reorganized if need be and if it contains both phases and has a non-

zero flux, the time step to advance it is computed and compared against the known smallest of 

such times.  To identify if tube is two-phase, it is simplest to identify that the tube is not single-
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phase.  According to the programming view of the network, a tube is single-phase when the type 

of the source node and the defending type of the tube match and       .   

After properly configuring the fluids and arriving at a time step, the menisci are advanced.  

To complete this operation, the program loops through the adjacency list twice.  During the first 

pass, for each outgoing tube whose defending fluid type differs from its corresponding source 

node, its meniscus is advanced depending on the chosen simulator.  During the second pass, the 

program updates the types of the nodes and defending types of the tubes if need be by checking 

for occurrences where the penetration attribute is       .  For such instances, if the defending 

fluid of the tube is wetting, the defending type of the tube and destination node associated with 

the edge both change to non-wetting.  If the defending fluid of the tube is non-wetting, the 

defending fluid of the tube changes to wetting as before, but additional checks are needed to 

determine if the destination node associated with the edge changes type.  This interpretation 

gives preference to the non-wetting fluid to ensure the non-wetting fluid does not become 

disconnected.  It also attempts to ensure that backflow occurs in all previous outgoing tubes 

before the node is re-declared.  Before describing the check to change a non-wetting node back 

to a wetting node, it is worth noting that it is incorrect to combine both passes of the adjacency 

list to advance the fluids into one pass because it then becomes possible for a tube to fill, the 

destination node of the tube to change types, and that node acting as a source node further down 

the adjacency list to begin to fill its outgoing tubes.  It is also worth noting that for the 

occurrences of       , after the defending type of the tube and potentially its destination node‟s 

type change, the penetration attribute is reset such that        to reflect that the tube is now 

single-phase.  

Checking a node that is potentially no longer non-wetting is actually more computationally 

expensive using a directed graph implementation than its undirected counterpart because all 

tubes associated with the node need to be checked for certain conditions and not just the 

outgoing tubes.  However, such checks are assumed to occur infrequently in a drainage 

simulation.  In order for the node to be declared wetting, all tubes must meet the following 

conditions: (1) for all incoming tubes, the penetration attribute must be        for tubes with 

defending type non-wetting and        for tubes with defending type wetting, and (2) for all 

outgoing tubes, the penetration attribute must be        for tubes with defending type non-

wetting and        for tubes with defending type wetting.  If any of the conditions fail, the node 

is not declared wetting.   

Unless one of the three stopping condition arrives, the current iteration is complete and the 

program moves onto the next iteration.  Despite lacking a physical reason to assume the non-

wetting fluid does not further its invasion in other areas of the network, the first stopping 

condition is taken when breakthrough, or when the non-wetting fluid first reaches the outlet 

node, occurs.  The next stopping condition occurs when the program reaches the end of its 

iteration count.  The final terminating condition can actually occur before the fluid advances 

during the current iteration and actually arises during the computation of the current iteration‟s 

time step.  Before looping through the adjacency list to find the time step, the known smallest 

time step is taken to be infinity.  When the program loops over the first multiphase tube it 

encounters, the time step equals the time associated with that tube provided the flux is greater 

than zero.  Therefore, an insufficient pressure difference can cause the program to never find a 

multiphase tube with nonzero flux and return the initial infinite time step.  Because an infinite 

time step is not physically useable, the program terminates.    
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3.2 Results and discussions 

In the following section, the results generated by Variational method mentioned in the 

previous chapter are shown. The velocity profiles of different shapes i.e. triangular and circular 

shapes are shown for Newtonian fluids. Using different aspect ratios for triangular pores velocity 

profiles are produced. The ratio of computed and empirical hydraulic conductance is shown for 

an equilateral triangular pore. Error in flux is calculated using one and two parameters in the test 

function for a circular pore, using the computed and the empirical results the error is calculated.  

3.2.1 Newtonian Flow in triangular duct 

We consider a general triangle as give below.  

 

            

 

 
                                                                                               
 

 

     
 ⁄           ⁄  

 

To apply the variational approach for an straight triangular duct for a Newtonian flow, we 

consider the one-parameter (α) test functions as 

 

Eqs. (3.42) do not satisfy Eqs. (3.16) or (3.25) but do satisfy Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). The 

single parameter α appearing in Eqs. (342) is determined by minimizing I(f1, f2] and the 

approximate fluxes are computed by replacing wi by fi in Eqs. (3.28).  

To validate, we consider the simple test function, f. Test function is given in the equation 

3.43 and satisfies the boundary condition in eqn 3.23 as 

 

                           (3.43)      

               
where   = b/a,          , and         . 

We consider an isosceles triangle cross section as we know the empirical results for this 

geometry. For an isosceles triangle, we get a=1/2 and     . After performing variational 

analysis for this case, we compute the formula for the hydraulic conductance, g, which is given 

by 
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From the lubrication theory, the empirical formula for the hydraulic conductances given by 

 

 
        

     

          
 

    

   (  √     )
  

       
(3.45)       

To validate we have considered a simple test function for f. one parameter (α) test function, that 

satisfies the boundary condition in equation 3.23, is given in the eqn 3.46 as 

 

                      (3.46)                    
And the two parameters (α, β) test function is given in eqn 3.47 as 

 

        [              ]        (3.47)                
where , a < r < 1. 

By solving the eqns 3.16 for circular cross-section , we calculated for the exact solution as  
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     (3.48)      

               
 

The velocity profile for various aspect ratios is shown in the figure 3.2.1 and the ratio of 

computed and empirical hydraulic conductance is plotted in figure 3.2.2. For a range of shapes 

around an equilateral triangle, for which the two formulae coincide, the values are equal to the 

analytical result.  

      

   

                                                                                                              
Figure 3.2.1 Velocity profile through triangular duct (isosceles triangle) for various aspect ratios. 

Following is the graph showing a ratio of   to      for a range of values. We observe the 

variational solution is exact at  = √ . 
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Figure 3.2.2 Ratio of   to      for a range of values of   around the equilateral triangle value   √ . 

3.2.2 Newtonian Flow in Circular duct 

In this section, we present results from variational analysis for single phase Newtonian flow 

through circular ducts. Analytical solution is available for the circular ducts, so this case provides 

a reliable verification and validation test case for the variational approach. 

Velocity profile through the annulus section as predicted by the variational formulation and 

relative error in flux is shown in the figure 3.2.3. It has been observed that even for the very thin 

core (e.g.     =0.2), the variational approach with both the one parameter (<5% error) and the 

two parameters (<2% error) gives a very accurate prediction for the flux through the pore. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.3 Velocity profile through circular cross- section as computed from the variational principles. 

The figure 3.2.4 is the graph showing the comparison of error in flux (in %) with one 

parameter and two parameter, where a is the inner radius of the core and    is the outer radius. 
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Figure 3.2.4 Comparison of error in flux (in %) with one parameter and two parameter, where a is the radius 

and    is the outer radius. 

3.2.3 Non-Newtonian Flow in Circular duct 

 

In the following case, we apply the variational method for a Non-Newtonian fluid. A 

Non-Newtonian fluid is a fluid whose viscosity (µ) is not independent of shear rate or 

shear rate history. For example, surfactant addition in CO2 flooding for enhanced oil 

recovery, polymer solutions, blood, shampoo, ketchup, paint etc. The relation between 

shear stress and shear rate is different and can be time dependent. Hence a constant 

coefficient of viscosity cannot be defined.  

For a Non Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is not constant. To solve for this case we 

use the power law for modeling viscosity. Power law is simple and one of the widely 

used Non-Newtonian viscosity model that describes the flow for a Non-Newtonian fluid. 

For Non-Newtonian flow, the Stokes equations can be written as            
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where C is the integrating constant. Substituting the eqn (3.49) in the eqn (3.50) and solving, 

we get 
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 describes the velocity profile with w on the x- axis and the radius(r)on the y- axis.  
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Here we consider two cases. 

 

Case 1:  Consider 

If dw/dr <0, we have 

 
 

Applying this condition and assuming the necessary constants, we have 

 

No- slip assumption at the wall (i.e.        ) results in 

 

 
Case 2:  Consider 

 

If 
  

  
    taking n= 0.5, and substituting 

  

  
 in the power law we have, 

 

Assuming the necessary constants and solving, we have 

 

For the exact solution, at the boundary, 
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At the interface the velocities are equal. 

 
 

 

 

Applying this condition, assuming a= 0.1, and solving for    , we get   = 0.419. 
 

Variational Approach for Non- Newtonian Flow: We consider a simple one parameter test 

function, f: 
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Integrating,  
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We now have the power law as, 
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Variational form,  
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Considering taking n=0.5, we solve for c by minimizing the above eq., we get 
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When a=0.1, c= 0.07 
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In the previous two cases, we assumed the viscosity to be constant. In other words, the fluid 

considered is a Newtonian fluid. In this case the fluid is considered to be Non- Newtonian fluid 

i.e. the viscosity is not a constant. In figure 3.2.5 is the plot showing the exact solution and the 

solution we get from the variational method for the velocity.  

 

 
Figure 3.2.5 Comparison of solutions from exact and variational method for a Non-Newtonian case in a 

circular duct. Here „w‟ is non- dimensionalized with 
   

 
 ⁄

   

The blue curve represents the exact solution while the red curve represents the solution from 

variational method. In figure 3.2.6, we plot the relative error in flux (in percentage). The results 

are in good agreement for larger a/r2 ratio. We believe that better approximation for test 

functions (i.e., 2-parameter or 3- parameter test functions) can improve the results. 

 

Figure 3.2.6 Error in flux (in %) for Non-Newtonian flow in a circular duct 

The velocity profile through the circular cross-section as predicted by the variational 

formulation is shown in the figure 3.2.7. 
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Figure 3.2.7 Velocity profile through circular cross- section as computed from the variational principles when 

µ is not a constant (Non-Newtonian fluid) 

 

3.2.4 Pore-network model 

Because modified nodal analysis forms equations which essentially state that current does 

not accumulate at nodes and that the difference in pressure between two nodes with a connecting 

pressure source is the nominal pressure for that source, this aspect of the model is not the subject 

of these tests; the matrix equation is axiomatic.  However, the premise of a tube being analogous 

to a resistor and the algorithmic flow rules are the aspects of the model under scrutiny.For a set 

of tests, a rectangular grid of cylindrical tubes initially filled with wetting fluid is generated.  The 

top row of tubes serves as the inlet for the invading non-wetting fluid while the bottom row 

serves as the outlet.  The lengths of each tube are all the same while the tubes are assigned radii 

according to some probability distribution function.  The distributions tested include the 

truncated normal, uniform, and lognormal such that all radii are positive.  Because no qualitative 

difference appeared in the results, only example flow patterns using the lognormal distribution 

are shown.   The example network is    by    with the length of its tubes          and      

mostly between about       and      ; the probability distribution function and cumulative 

distribution function for the radii are shown in Figure 3.2.8.   

Recall that the flow patterns in the Lenormand diagram is given in terms of capillary number 

and viscosity ratio.  Although of trivial importance, note that   is usually estimated as the 

product of width of the network by a thickness equal to the distance between two nodes.  

However, for these tests,   is easily computed as the sum of the cross-sectional area of each inlet 

tube.  For the example network, it is exactly            .  Because the Lenormand diagram 

is formed using an overestimation of the true cross-sectional area, the       axis is not scaled 

correctly.   
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Figure 3.2.8: Lognormal PDF and CDF. 

 

The example stable displacement regime is given for                   .  To attain 

these values for the common logarithm of these dimensionless values, the simulations use 

         ,     ,       , and           in standard SI units.  The visual is shown in 

Figure 3.2.9 and the snapshot occurs before breakthrough occurs. 

 
Figure 3.2.9: Stable displacement in example network. 
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The example viscous fingering regime is given for                    .  To get the 

common logarithm of these values, the simulations use     ,        ,       , and 

         in standard SI units.  The snapshot of the network at breakthrough is shown in 

Figure 3.2.10. 

 

 
Figure 3.2.10: Viscous fingering in example network. 

 

For low capillary numbers, the model often terminates early with the infinite time step 

stopping condition.  As a result of the apparent insufficient pressure gradient, the capillary 

fingering regime and part of the viscous fingering regime do not yield flow patterns.  At this 

point, the model is considered erroneous and alterations are necessary.  Although the alterations 

discussed momentarily do not change the underlying issue, each one is worth mentioning.  

Because the nominal current of the source    is not delivered, one attempted alteration involves 

solving the nodal pressures, summing the currents at the inlet (or outlet), and determining a 

correction current    such that the desired current   is met by adjusting the current delivered by 

the source to be      .  However, since there is no guarantee this solves the issue, this 

updated procedure must be looped until the current is within some acceptable tolerance of the 

desired current.  Using this approach, it is confirmed that MNA must be performed several times 

per iteration and is deemed highly inefficient. The last alteration attempted essentially states that 

a tube is evolvable.  Essentially, all single-phase tubes are resistors while any two-phase tube is a 

resistor connected in series with a pressure source to model its capillary pressure as the nodal 
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pressures are computed.  However, for a general network, there are two possible configurations 

to represent each two-phase tube as it is unknown which terminal of the pressure source should 

be positive and which terminal should be negative.  These possibilities are shown in Figure 5.4.  

Even ignoring this considerable drawback, for a trivial   by   network of five tubes, the first 

iteration produces negative nodal pressures at some nodes for all four possible networks (only 

two of the tubes at the beginning are multiphase).  Although each of these possible networks 

delivered the desired injection rate, it does not make sense that any of the nodal pressures would 

be negative.  Even if sensible, there remains the issue of picking one of the possible 

configurations and justifying the large number of times MNA must be computed for an iteration 

to locate the correct configuration.    

3.3 Conclusion 

We have presented a novel methodology based on variational method for studying the fluid 

flow through porous medium at pore scale. We conclude that a variational approach can be 

utilized to predict analytical expression for pore network multiphase hydraulic conductance with 

a complex variety of shapes for input into the pore network models. Variational approach 

method is a skillful technique that enables us to account for the physical processes developed at 

the pore scale. It allows an extension at the fluid to fluid interface concerning simple free-slip or 

no-slip boundary conditions. Such extensions help us by minimizing the computational effort. 

Results from this work will provide mechanical engineers with important data to enhance the 

further studies on pore scale network modeling to sequester carbon dioxide. We found that 

variational method gives us very good results when approximating the analytic expressions for 

calculating the conductance of pore elements for input into pore network models. In conclusion, 

variational methods seem a promising way of obtaining approximate analytical expressions for 

hydraulic conductance of pore elements for input into pore   network models. The methods 

promise better approximations for hydraulic conductance of pore throats partitioned among two 

or more phases than the traditional free-slip/no-slip approach. For very thin core (e.g., a/r= 0.2), 

variational approach with both one parameter (<5% error) and two parameters (<2% error) gives 

very accurate prediction for the flux through the pore. Additionally, variational method can be 

extended to irregular geometries and non-Newtonian flows. 

We also presented results from a circuit approach for the two phase flow through porous 

media at pore-scales. Attempting to match the flow regime patterns in the Lenormand diagram 

for low capillary numbers reveals that the specified injection rate is not met.  In fact, an 

insufficient pressure gradient causes the algorithm to terminate prematurely while the system 

should produce an adequate pressure gradient to meet the nominal injection rate.  To examine the 

source of error, recall that the algorithm assumes tubes are resistors when nodal pressures are 

computed.  This assumption leads the algorithm to delay its treatment of capillary pressures until 

the moment flux, or current, is computed for each tube.  However, as the results confirm, this 

decision leads to a violation of Kirchhoff‟s current law.   As resistors, the sum of current entering 

each node equals the sum of current exiting the node.  However, when capillary pressure is 

considered, some of the would-be positive currents become zero thereby breaking Kirchhoff‟s 

current law.  Because segregating the treatments of nodal pressures and capillary pressures in the 

computation of current is flawed, capillary pressure cannot be handled with carefully outlined 

flow rules.   Because it has a conductance and capillary pressure associated with it, each general 

tube is not a resistor and another circuit element is needed to consider the capillary pressures of 

tubes as nodal pressures are computed.  Therefore, the merit of a circuit approach to two-phase 

flow in porous media relies on a better circuit equivalent for a tube.  Additionally, while previous 
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works arrive at flow patterns that qualitatively match the flow regimes in the Lenormand 

diagram, their approaches cannot be justified from a circuit perspective.  For example, the 

simulator of Aker et al. essentially states that the desired injection rate is the sum of the injection 

given by Darcy‟s law for single-phase flow and the injection needed to overcome a so-called 

global capillary pressure.   However, circuit theory does not support the notion of a global 

capillary pressure. 
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5 LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamice 

UTEP: University of Texas at El Paso 

NETL: National Energy Technology Labs 

HPC: High Performance Computing 

Re: Reynolds number 

Ca: Capillary number 

MNA: Modified Nodal Approach 
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Abstract

Traditional models of poroelastic deformation in porous media assume relatively homo-

geneous material properties such that macroscopic constitutive relations lead to accurate

results. Many realistic applications involve heterogeneous material properties whose oscilla-

tory nature require multiscale methods to balance accuracy and efficiency in computation.

The current study develops a multiscale method for poroelastic deformation based on

a fixed point iteration based operator splitting method and a heterogeneous multiscale

method using finite volume and direct stiffness methods. To characterize the convergence

of the operator splitting method, we use a numerical root finding algorithm to determine a

threshold surface in a non-dimensional parameter space β separating convergent & diver-

gent problems. We also use the method of manufactured solutions to verify the proposed

multiscale algorithm.

Results suggest that non-dimensional parameter values β above the threshold surface

ensure convergence, with increasing rate of convergence as β → ∞. For a given spatial

discretization ∆x, convergence can be ensured by choosing larger time stepsizes ∆t.

The proposed multiscale algorithm converges for the decoupled solid deformation PDE

with analogous behaviors as observed in Chu et al. (2012). We observed divergence in

our multiscale algorithm for the decoupled fluid equation and attibute it to non-constant

flux induced by the reaction term in the decoupled PDE. We propose an alternative cross-

sectional flux estimator to improve convergence.

vi
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Poroelasticity is the study of the transitory interactions between solid deformation and

fluid flow within a porous medium. It is characterized by a time dependent, two-way

coupling where changes in the state variables of one phase alter those of the other. As

illustrated by the poroelastic medium in figure 1.1, applying external load to a saturated

porous medium causes changes in the fluid pressures which induces a flow. Likewise, a

change in fluid pressures induces stresses that deform the solid skeleton. Karl Terzaghi,

a founding father of modern soil mechanics, was the first to observe and characterize the

coupling phenomenon in a single dimension[27, 64]. The equations governing poroelasticity

matured into a full multi-dimensional theory with the groundbreaking work of Maurice

Biot [15, 16, 17]. Biot’s equations were initially derived phenomenologically[56] and later

validated rigorously by analytical means[22, 20] and experimental observation[44].

Central to the success of Biot’s model is its predictive nature in a wide range of ap-

plications. Petroleum engineers extract oil by injection of fluids and are vitally interested

in issues such as injectivity maintenance surface subsidence[56]. Studies on carbon seques-

tration and storage technology model the risks of leakage and fracture formation associ-

ated with carbon storage using poroelasticity theory[54]. Geotechnical engineers employ

Biot’s models to characterize soil properties and design appropriate foundations for vari-

ous structures[61]. Seismologists use Biot’s equations in conjunction with Mohr-Coulomb

theory for fault activation and interaction studies[28, 29]. Soil scientists also develop ir-

rigation and crop management strategies under the theory of poroelasticity. Hydrologists
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Figure 1.1: Conceptually, one can observe poroelasticity through the time depen-
dent effects of external loads applied to a wet, saturated sponge. As it
is squeezed, it both deforms the solid material and induces fluid flow.

manage aquifers, water wells, and dams with the guidance of poroelasticity equations[21].

Biological applications include bone deformation[30] and soft tissue modeling[5].

Despite the existence of a number of analytical solutions[11, 10, 19, 15, 50, 9] for specific

cases, Biot’s poroelasticity equations have no closed form analytical solution in the general

case. Philips[56] specifies three specific cases of particular importance which have analytical

solutions:

• Terzaghi’s Problem[27]: A one dimensional consolidation problem closely validated

against experimental results and whose analytical series solution was obtained by

Biot[15]

• Mandel’s Problem[50]: A two dimensional problem involving a saturated porous me-

dia squeezed between two rigid plates. Its solution illustrates a temporary increase

in pore pressures above those produced by the initial loading. This is known as

the ”Mandel-Creyer” effect and its existence demonstrates the importance of time

dependent coupling between flow and deformation.

• Barry & Mercer’s Problem[9]: A problem involving an oscillating point source/sink

2



term which artificially mimics an injection/production process common in petroleum

reservoir simulation. Boundary conditions are specifically chosen to produce an ana-

lytical solution.

In contrast, a number of numerical methods have been developed. Zenisek[68] and

Showalter [63] characterized the existence and uniqueness of weak and strong solutions

of Biot’s equations, respectively. Showalter [63] further demonstrated that the partial

differential equations in biot’s equations essentially form a parabolic system[56]. Finite

Element Methods [67, 57, 58, 59, 46, 71, 70] are by far the most commonly used approach

to solving these equations, with mixed finite element methods being the most ubiquitous

among them. Extensive analysis of various one dimensional finite difference methods [41,

39, 42, 40, 1] shows that the use of staggered grids for displacement and pressure leads

to greater numerical stability. The recent work of Naumovich[53] extends the Marker &

Cell grid method of Gaspar [40] into a generalized 3D finite volume method with staggered

control volumes. More recent efforts emphasize operator splitting methods[46, 37] to enable

legacy code reuse.

1.2 The Problem

One key phenomenon not addressed by conventional numerical methods for poroelasticity

is the existence of heterogeneous material properties in natural porous media. The stan-

dard Biot model of poroelasticity assumes relatively homogenous material properties such

that elastic moduli and permeabilities are either constant or slowly varying. In various

applications[45, 7, 62, 4], spatial distributions of permeability and elastic moduli vary sig-

nificantly at scales significantly smaller than the typical modeling domain of interest. For

example, oil reservoirs require simulations on domains on the order of kilometers while the

fundamental scale of heterogeneity in permeability may be millimeters or less[43]. Soils

mixtures comprised of organic and inorganic solids and varying grain sizes also oscillate

tremendously in terms of elastic modulus and permeability. The ubiquitious presence of nat-

3



Figure 1.2: Modeling highly heterogeneous materials using continuum scale dis-
cretization produces a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. (a)
Highly accurate models are too detailed to yield computationally
tractable solutions. (c) Tractable, efficient solutions are highly inaccu-
rate. (b) Multiscale models balance the need for accuracy and efficiency

ural fractures further complicates the distribution of stiffnesses in subsurface formations[8].

The distribution of large contrasts in both permeability and stiffness over small spatial

scales complicated numerical simulation result in large relative errors when numerical dis-

cretization h in space is larger than the scale of heterogeneity ε [3]. Consequently, highly

accurate poroelasticity simulation results are computationally expensive or intractable by

conventional discretization methods.

Multiscale methods emerged from the need to address heterogeneity while balancing

the competing needs for accuracy and efficiency. They can be broadly classified in one of

two strategies: Upscaling and Divide & Conquer. Upscaling methods attempt to replace

the fine scale problem with an effective coarse scale description by means of an averaging

process[55]; typically either volume averaging or asymptotic homogenization. Divide &

Conquer methods aim to decompose the fine scale problem into many small subproblems;

each of whose solution is easily computed.

Both multiscale approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Upscaling methods are

widely applicable to many various partial differential equation models, including poroelasticity[13].
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They are highly accurate under certain assumptions such as periodicity or isotropy. For

general heterogeneous materials, these assumptions may not be valid and upscaling can

lead to high relative errors. On the other hand, Divide & Conquer methods handle general

heterogeneity with more accuracy but must be tailored to a specific problem or model in

question.

A brief survey on multiscale literature reveals that a large body multiscale methods

apply to elliptic PDE’s with a single dependent variable[24]. Multiscale methods for coupled

problems is an active area of contemporary research. As far as the current author is aware,

no known Divide & Conquer methods directly address heterogeneity in Biot’s poroelasticity

equations.

1.3 The Proposed Solution

Motivated by Kim[46]’s recent work on legacy code reuse in poroelasticity, the current

thesis proposes a method which decomposes the multiscale poroelasticity equations into

a sequence of elliptic partial differential equations sufficiently general to capitalize on the

ample algorithms available for multiscale elliptic PDE’s. This method is based on block

operator splittings of the poroelasticity equations based on fixed point iterations. The

resulting formulation is a pair of continuous elliptic PDE subproblems with multiscale

coefficients. In this formulation, any applicable multiscale algorithm can be applied to

solve the resulting flow and deformation equations separately. The current thesis also

proposes an extension to an existing heterogeneous multiscale algorithm to solve both the

deformation and flow under a common framework.

The current thesis proposes both the block operator splitting method and the multiscale

method and presents preliminary analysis of both methods. We test the convergence of the

operator splitting method under various material property contrasts and develop a heuristic

convergence criterion. For the multiscale method, we first verify a method developed by

Chu et al. (2012)[26, 25] for fluid flow in porous media. Two extensions of this method
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to solve the the fluid flow and deformation problems in our operator splitting method are

also proposed. Numerical experiments are conducted to assess its convergence.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Poroelasticity

Central to Biot’s formulation are three key assumptions: quasi-static deformation, Terza-

ghi’s Principle, and Increment in Fluid Content η. The quasi-static deformation assumption

refers to the idea that we typically neglect temporal derivative terms in the linear elasticity

equations, but not in the fluid flow equations. This is because the solid phase of a porous

medium usually deforms at significantly slower rates than the fluid flow such that at any

one instant in time, the solid equation is in a steady state. Terzaghi’s Principle and Incre-

ment in Fluid Content are constitutive assumptions made to modify the traditional solid

and fluid mechanics equations to account for coupling between the separate physics.

In this section, we summarize the mathematical equations governing poroelastic defor-

mation with careful attention to the relevant conservation laws and coupling parameters.

2.1.1 Solid Deformation

For any open subset V of a solid domain Ω, the total stress σtotal acting on the surface ∂V

is in opposition to the body forces f internal to V in an equilibrium state. Mathematically,

this is written as

−
∫
∂V

σtotal · ~ndA =

∫
V

fdV

where ~n is the unit outward normal vector. By divergence theorem, we can rewrite this
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equation as

−
∫
∂V

∇ · σtotaldV =

∫
V

fdV. (2.1)

Since 2.1 is true for any arbitrary volume V ⊆ Ω, we can omit the integrals, leaving

the momentum equation

−∇ · σtotal = f (2.2)

In traditional solid mechanics, σtotal is a function of solid strain ε =
(
∇u+∇uT

)
only,

where the solid displacement u is independent of time. In deformable porous media, stress

u is generally a function of both time and space, leading to temporal changes in σtotal given

through fluid coupling.

More importantly, the constitutive relation for porous media must be modified to ac-

count for both solid strain ε and fluid effects. The appropriate constitutive relation is given

by Terzaghi’s Principle. Terzaghi [64] was the first to illustrate that fluids bear significant

loads in porous media, rendering the traditional constitutive relation for solids invalid for

porous media. In the one dimensional case, the total measurable stress σtotal in a porous

medium decreases with increasing pore pressure P , resulting in the relation

σtotal = σeff − p

where the effective solid stress σeff is a function of the strain ε. Inspired by similar formula-

tions in thermoelasticity, Biot & Willis [15, 18] extended Terzaghi’s principle into multiple

dimensions using a symmetric deviatoric stress tensor and by introducing a dimensionless

factor α ∈ [0, 1] to account for the strength of the coupling between flow and deformation,

yielding the relation

σtotal = σeff − αpI. (2.3)

where I is the identity tensor. The factor α effectively captures the limiting behavior for

various media, with α → 0 for porous media with rigid solid skeletons and α → 1 for

unconsolidated (easily deformable) porous media.
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Rice & Cleary[60] reformulated the constitutive relation 2.3 to relate bulk moduli to

characterize experimentally observed short and long term behaviors. The short term or

undrained behavior is characterized by initial no flow conditions under applied loads. The

long-term or drained behavior is characterized by release of fluid under constant pore pres-

sure conditions. We note that Rice & Cleary’s formulation is widely adopted in the geo-

physical community, while Biot-Willis’s formulation is commonly used in the mathematical

community.

In the current study, we use the Biot-Willis formulation of the constitutive relation with

the standard linear stress-strain relation for effective solid stress. Following [57, 58, 59, 63]

we assume the linear solid stress-strain relation

σeff = λtr(ε) + 2µε (2.4)

with

ε ≡
(
∇u+∇uT

)
. (2.5)

Substituting Eqs. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 into 2.2, we obtain the solid deformation equation

− (λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u)− µ∇2u+ α∇p = f in Ω (2.6)

As stated earlier, the solid displacement u must necessarily be a function of both space

and time with temporal variation obtained from interaction with fluid flow. In the next

section, we derive the coupled fluid flow equations.

2.1.2 Fluid Flow

For fluid flows at sufficiently low reynolds numbers, we can neglect momentum effects and

use mass conservation alone to model the flow. For any arbitrary volume1 V ⊆ Ω, the total

rate of change of density ρ is the sum of fluid sources g internal to volume V minus the

1In this case, V is an open subset of Ω.
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total mass ejected through the boundary. Mathematically, we write

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρ =

∫
V

g −
∫
∂V

(vρ) · n

where n is the unit normal to the surface ∂V . Applying divergence theorem, we obtain

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρ =

∫
V

g −
∫
V

(∇ · vρ).

As with the deformation equation, since the equation above is true for any arbitrary V ⊆ Ω,

we can omit the integrals and write

∂ρ

∂t
= g − (∇ · (vρ)) .

Under the appropriate assumptions 2, fluid discharge velocity v in porous media is

linearly proportional to head h, yielding the so-called Darcy’s Law[31]

v =
k

µf
∇h

where µf is the fluid viscosity, and k is the permeability tensor. The term h = ∇p + ρgz,

where p is the fluid pressure, and ρgz denotes the gravitational flow potential at height z

above some given datum. Neglecting gravitational effects, it is henceforth assumed h = ∇p.

Substituting Darcy’s law into the mass conservation law, we obtain the fluid flow equation

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇ ·

(
ρk

µ
∇p
)

= g (2.7)

We note that Darcy’s law is only valid under the assumption of negligible deformation

of the solid skeleton in porous media. When consolidation processes deform significant

volume fractions in porous media, Darcy’s law alone is not enough to characterize fluid flow.

Terzaghi [64] observed that after initial loading, fluid pressure obeys parabolic diffusion in

the one dimensional case. He proposed the consolidation law

c0
∂P

dt
= k

∂2P

∂z2

2Steady state, incompressible, single phase laminar, newtonian flow at low reynolds numbers Re < 10

in rigid porous media.
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where k is positive and c0 is the non-negative specific constrained storage coefficient. Note

that Terzagi’s equation only accounts for fluid effects and does not account for solid-fluid

interaction effects.

While Biot [15] was not the first to extend Terzaghi’s equation to higher dimensions,

he was the first to successfully derive equations for the dynamic interaction fluid pressure

and solid deformation. We follow the mixed stiffness formulation[65] of Biot’s equations

which implicitly assumes that the fluid density ρ in continuity equation 2.7 is scaled by the

dimensionless increment in fluid content η. Thus, we obtain

∂(ρη)

∂t
= −∇ ·

(
ρk

µ
∇p
)

= g (2.8)

We note that η is conceptually similar to strain in solid mechanics [35]. Where strain ε

quantifies changes in length per unit length, increment in fluid content η quantifies the

change in fluid volume (from a reference volume) per unit bulk volume[15]. Like strain, the

variable η can take on both positive and negative values denoting expansion and contraction

conditions, respectively. For incompressible fluids, ρ is a constant and thus can be factored

out of all derivative terms in 2.8. In this setting, η can also be interpreted as the increment

in porosity per bulk volume. Dividing from both sides of 2.8 by ρ, we obtain

∂(η)

∂t
= −∇ ·

(
k

µ
∇p
)

= g̃ (2.9)

where g̃ is now interpreted as a volumetric source term.

The fundamental assumption in Biot theory[65] is that increment in fluid content η can

be modeled as a linear combination of both fluid pressure and volumetric strain εv ≡ ∇·u;

i.e.

η = a1p+ a2εv. (2.10)

The parameters a1 and a2 capture the limiting behavior in porous media. Coefficient a1

is the rate of change in fluid content η per unit pressure under constant strain conditions,

i.e. the specific constrained storage coefficient c0. The other coefficient a2 ≡ α is the rate

of change in fluid content η per unit strain under constant pressure conditions. Under the
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assumption of reciprocity[65, 15], it can be shown that the volume of fluid ejected by an

increase in compressive stress under constant pressure conditions is equal to the volumetric

expansion due to fluid pressure increase. Hence, the coefficient a2 must necessarily be

equivalent to the Biot-Willis coefficient α found in equation 2.3. Defining εv ≡ ∇ · u, we

can write equation 2.10

η = c0p+ α∇ · u. (2.11)

Substituting 2.11 into the modified continuity equation 2.9, we obtain the fluid equation

∂

∂t
(c0p+ α∇ · u) = −∇ ·

(
k

µ
∇p
)

= g̃ (2.12)

Paring Eqs 2.12 and 2.6, we arrive at the coupled partial differential equations

− (λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u)− µ∇2u+ α∇p = f in Ω (2.13)

d

dt
(c0p+ α∇ · u)− 1

µf
∇ · (K∇p) = h in Ω (2.14)

with mixed boundary conditions

p = p∗(x) on ∂Ωp

1

µf
∇ · (K(x)∇p) · n = q on ∂Ωf

u = u∗(x) on ∂Ωd

σ · n = tN on ∂Ωt.

Here, the boundaries ∂Ωp, ∂Ωf , ∂Ωd, ∂Ωt refer to the portions of the boundary with

fixed pressure, flux, displacement, and traction conditions. Note that Eqs 2.13- 2.14 are

fully coupled in pore pressure p and displacement u through the time derivative of fluid

content (c0p+ α∇ · u).

Since 2.13- 2.14 are time dependent, the system also requires an initial condition

[u(0, x), p(0, x)]T . According to [35], the initial condition cannot be chosen arbitrarily and

must satisfy certain constraints. In [41], the initial condition is chosen such that the initial

increment in fluid content η is zero so that the fluid phase is ejected with finite velocity.

Hence, we impose the condition
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c0p+ α∇ · u = 0.

at t = 0. According to [56], this condition is usually combined with the static equilibrium

condition in solid equation 2.13 to produce a unique initial condition.

In the asymptotic limit t→∞, the rate of change in fluid content is zero; yielding the

steady state poroelasticity equations

− (λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u)− µ∇2u+ α∇p = f in Ω (2.15)

− 1

µf
∇ · k(x) (∇p− ρfg) = h in Ω (2.16)

Since 2.16 is independent of displacement u, the steady state case is a one way coupled

system of elliptic partial differential equations. This formulation has been successfully

applied to estimate heterogeneities in permeabilities over large scale basins in California[2].

2.2 Multiscale Modeling

Classical continuum scale models, such as Biot’s Poroelasticity Model, implicitly assume

homogeneous material properties such that macroscopic constitutive laws are sufficient to

predict the overall behavior of the system. When materials properties are highly hetero-

geneous, macroscopic constitutive relations are often unknown explicitly or require dis-

cretization at scales much smaller than is computationally expedient. The most obvious

approach to treat heterogeneity is through Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS); whereby

the resolution of the spatial discretization h must necessarily be smaller than the scale of

the heterogeneity ε. Generally, the domain of interest is many orders of magnitudes larger

than the scale of heterogeneity. Of course, this results in time consuming simulations which

even the fastest supercomputers on earth cannot handle.

Multiscale modeling emerges from the necessity to balance the two mutually oppos-

ing modeling needs that neither macroscopic simulation or direct numerical simulation
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can address: detail and efficiency. Multiscale methods can be broadly classified into two

categories: Upscaling and Divide & Conquer methods[3]

2.2.1 Upscaling Methods

Upscaling methods replace the heterogeneous material properties in the system by effective

macroscopic parameters. Thus, the system is resolved only on the macroscopic grid. Volume

Averaging and Asymptotic Homogenization are classical examples of upscaling methods.

In Volume Averaging, the heterogeneous, spatially varying material property ψ(x) at a

discrete point xi of the macroscopic grid is replaced by

ψ̄(xi) =
1

||Vxi
||

∫
Vxi

ψ(x)dV

where Vxi
is a window encompassing the point xi with volume ||Vxi

||. The locally average

quantities ψ̄(xi) can be reduced to a scalar quantity by arithmetic or harmonic average as

necessary. Volume Averaging is both intuitive to understand and easy to implement but is

insufficient to treat anisotropy or nonlinearities [3].

Homogenization methods treat heterogeneous material properties aε as a locally periodic

quantity that varies in both a slow (x) and fast (y) variable. In the limit as the scale

ε → 0, the oscillations are removed but their coarse scale effects remain. Asymptotic

homogenization is based upon the power series expansion

uε(x) = u0(x, y) + εu1(x, y) + ε2u2(x, y) + ...

where ui(x, y) are unknown periodic functions in y = x
y
. It is expected that uε → u0 as

ε→ 0. For elliptic partial differential equations of the form

−∇ · (aε(x, y)∇u(x, y)) = f,

we substitute the scaled gradient

∇ ≡ ∇x +
1

ε
∇y
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and the ansatz uε(x) into the partial differential equations of the system. Equating like

coefficients of ε on both sides of the resulting equation, we observe the following:

1. u0(x, y) is necessarily only a function of the slow variable x. Thus, we write u0(x, y) =

u0(x).

2. u1 =
∑

j ωj(x, y)∂ju0(x) where ωj solve locally defined cell problems of the form

∇y · [aε(x, y)∇yωj(x, y)] = ∇y · [a(x, y)ej] in Ω

where ωj is periodic in y.

3. The original PDE is replaced by the equation

∇ · [a0∇u0] = f

where the coefficients of the effective tensor a0 are given as

(a0)ij =
1

||Y ||

∫
Y

a(x, y) (∂yi ωj(x, y) + δij) dy

where Y and ||Y || are the local cell domain and volume, respectively.

Asymptotic Homogenization is mathematically rigorous in terms of convergence the-

ory and accuracy, but also has drawbacks. Though the effective coefficient a0 is obtained

from microstructure, the u0 alone lacks microstructure. u0 6≈ uε. Intuition suggests that

since term u1 contains microstucture information, it could be combined with u0 to pro-

vide a more accurate solution. However, the introduction of u1 can fail to satisfy local

conservation principles[3]. More importantly, it is very difficult to derive a periodic a(x, y)

from a general heterogeneous material property aε(x). Where heterogeneity is randomly

distributed throughout the medium, the periodicity assumption is invalid.

A recent survey of multiscale methods [13] suggests that heterogeneity in poroelasticity

is generally resolved by upscaling, with volume averaging being the most common approach

due to its relative simplicity in comparison to homogenization. The aforementioned limita-

tions of upscaling approaches motivate the need to develop efficient numerical methods for
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heterogeneous poroleastic media. Divide & Conquer type multiscale methods, in general,

lend themselves more easily to adapt not only to heterogeneity, but anisotropy as well. For

this reason, we focus the remainder of the current thesis on developing a framework for a

Divide & Conquer type multiscale method for heterogeneous poroelastic media.

2.2.2 Divide & Conquer Methods

Divide & Conquer methods decompose the macroscopic problem into many small coarse

scale subproblems. Within each subproblem, a local solution is obtained by treating the the

small scale heterogeneity directly. The local solutions are then coupled to the macroscopic

problem and resolved at larger scales. The objective of these methods is to solve a coarse

scale problem at a resolution h larger than the scale of heterogeneity ε by solving individual

subproblems at subresolutions hsub smaller than the scale of heterogeneity ε. Multiscale

Finite Element/Variational Methods (MSFEM, MSVM), Mortar Methods (MMM) and

the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM) are all examples of the Divide & Conquer

strategy and all share a common framework:

1. Localization: Decomposition of the domain into coarse elements of scale h such that

h > ε.

2. Solution of Subproblems: Local subproblems are assigned appropriate boundary

conditions and solved at a scale hsub such that hsub < ε

3. Coarse-Grid Coupling: Solutions of local subproblems are used to assemble and

solve the problem on the coarse grid of scale h.

One important component of multiscale methods which distinguish it from traditional

domain decomposition methods is the notion of subsampling. That is, an efficient multiscale

method never fully coupled to all the scale details, but rather samples the fine scale details

in such a way to reduce degrees of freedom while preserving accuracy. Thus, not only
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should the coarse grid problem be efficiently solved, but each subproblem must be easily

solved with fewer details than traditional domain decomposition methods.

A survey of divide & conquer multiscale methods [66] indicates that a vast majority of

multiscale methods apply to single physics simulations (i.e. fluid flow only, solid deforma-

tion only, etc.). In the case of poroelasticity, upscaling is the predominant method[13, 51,

34, 23, 48]. Azevedo et al.[6] used statistical scaling relations coupled to a macroscale finite

element discretization within a monte carlo algorithm to extract probable effects of fluid

injection and extraction. Ladeveze & Nouy[48] employ spatiotemporal homogenization

within the so-called LATIN framework. As far as the current author is aware, no domain

decomposition methods have been devised specifically for coupled flow and deformation

processes in porous media.

The current work follows the Divide & Conquer strategy known as the Heterogeneous

Multiscale Framework, which we briefly summarize below.

2.2.3 Heterogeneous Multiscale Method

As described by Weinan E[66], the Heterogeneous Multiscale method is a framework of dif-

ferent methods consisting of an incomplete macroscopic description of the systems behavior

whose missing data is supplemented by microscopic simulation. The general methodology

consists of four main components:

1. Macroscopic solver - an effective macroscopic description of the systems behavior,

often consisting of an incomplete conservation equation and boundary/initial condi-

tions.

2. Restriction operator - a method which projects state variables from the macroscopic

domain to local microscopic subdomains, often in the form of boundary and/or initial

conditions

3. Microscopic solver - an effective microscopic description of the system behavior, often
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consisting of conservation and micro-constitutive relations whose boundary conditions

are obtained by the restriction operator.

4. Data Estimator - an effective equation which predicts the data needed to complete

the macroscopic conservation equation from local microscopic simulation

2.2.4 Chu et. al.’s Model

The current work is based on a heterogeneous multiscale method for flow in porous media

based on Chu et al.[26, 25] with the following components:

1. Macroscopic solver: Finite Volume Method

2. Restriction operator: Linear interpolation

3. Microscopic solver: Direct Stiffness method (pore network models)

4. Data Estimator: Cross-sectional Flux summation

In the following sections, we describe their method in detail.

Microscale Model

The microscale model is a discretization of the void space within a porous medium into a

network of cylindrical pipes (throats) and spherical chambers (pores) [36]. In this context,

the network forms a discrete graph of nodes and edges, known as a Pore Network (PN)

Model. The topology of the network can be structured or unstructured, as needed to model

a particular porous medium. Figure 1 illustrates a structured network with constant throat

lengths.

For incompressible fluids, imposing mass conservation at each pore i results in conser-
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Figure 2.1: A structured 8x8 microscale network model with constant pore size and
random throat radii.

vation of volumetric flux given by ∑
j∈Ki

qij = si (2.17)

qij = gij(∆Pij) (2.18)

where qij represents the volumetric flow rate from pore i to pore j, Ki denotes the set of all

pores connected to pore i, and gij is the hydraulic conductance, which is a function of the

pressure difference ∆Pij between pores i and j, and si is an internal volumetric source term.

In the laminar newtonian flow case, the function gij is given by the linear Hagen-Poisseuille

relation:

gij(∇Pij) =
πr4

ij

8µLij
∇Pij (2.19)

where rij, Lij, and µ are the throat radii, throat lengths, and fluid viscosity, respectively.

Though gij is presented as a linear function here, it may be a non-linear for other fluids or

flow regimes.

The equations given by (1), (2), and (3) result in the linear system:

[C]p = b (2.20)
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Figure 2.2: Macroscale-microscale model coupling, adapted from [26, 25]

where C is the conductance matrix, p is the pressure, and b represents the vector containing

boundary conditions. Typically, two opposite faces of the network model are defined as the

axial boundaries with dirichlet conditions. The remaining boundary faces in the network

model are defined as the transverse boundaries. Periodic conditions are imposed on the

transverse boundaries for strongly isotropic materials, but alternative boundary conditions

have been developed for anisotropic conditions[26, 25].

Macroscopic Model

At the continuum scale, the mass conservation principle for incompressible fluids is governed

by

∇ · v = S(x) (2.21)

where v is the bulk flow velocity and S represents source/sink terms. The standard Darcy

model of fluid flow assumes v = κ∇P , where P and κ are the macroscopic pressure and

permeability, respectively. The current study follows [26, 25] by assuming no explicit form

of v. Instead, v is implicitly assumed as a function of position, pressure and pressure

gradient. That is, v = v(x, P,∇P ).

The Finite Volume (FV) discretization of (4) results in dual grids representing the

macroscopic pressures and fluxes of representative control volumes as seen in Figure 2.
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The divergence theorem3 applied to the one dimensional discretization of (3) results in:

Fi+ 1
2
− Fi− 1

2
= S(xi)∆x (2.22)

where Fi+ 1
2

represents the volumetric flux through the boundaries of the control volumes.

Iterative Coupling Algorithm

The key to coupling the two models above is a reformulation of the macroscopic flux in terms

of both microscopic flux and macroscopic pressure. In [26, 25] , the coupling is achieved

primarily through the assumption that F = 0 when ∇P=0. In the one dimensional case

where ∇P is a scalar quantity, the mean value theorem implies that there exists ξ such

that
F (x, P, ξ)

d∇P
=
F (x, P,∇P )− F (x, P, 0)

∇P − 0
(2.23)

or equivalently

F (x, P,∇P ) =
F (x, P, ξ)

d∇P
∇P (2.24)

where ξ is between 0 and ∇P . We note that the macroscopic model requires the evaluation

of the flux F at the point xi+ 1
2
. Thus, the quantity

dF (x
i+1

2
,P,ξ)

d∇P is estimated as

dF (xi+ 1
2
, P, ξ)

d∇P
≈
Fi+ 1

2
(xi+ 1

2
, P,∇P )− Fi+ 1

2
(xi+ 1

2
, P, 0)

∇P − 0
=
Fi+ 1

2
(xi+ 1

2
, P,∇P )

∇P
(2.25)

with ∇P ≈
PR

i+1
2

−PL

i+1
2

δ
, where PR

i+ 1
2

and PL
i+ 1

2

are the interpolated dirichlet boundary

conditions on the network model centered at xi+ 1
2

with length δ. Assuming linear in-

terpolation of the boundary conditions from the macroscopic pressure values, we replace

∇P ≈
PR

i+1
2

−PL

i+1
2

δ
by the discrete forward difference operator D+[Pi] ≡ Pi+1−Pi

∆x
. Hence, we

can define an effective macroscopic coefficient Ki+ 1
2

as

−Ki+ 1
2
(Pi, Pi+1) ≡

Fi+ 1
2
(xi+ 1

2
, P,∇P )

D+[Pi]

3See [26, 25] for higher dimensional schemes.
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and

Fi+ 1
2
(xi+ 1

2
, Pi, Pi+1) = −Ki+ 1

2
(Pi, Pi+1)D[Pi] (2.26)

where D[·] is a difference operator and Ki+ 1
2
.

Substituting Fi+ 1
2

into the macroscopic equation 2.22, we obtain

D

[
fi+ 1

2
(Pi, Pi+1)

D+[Pi]
D[Pi]

]
= Si (2.27)

We note that the formulation 2.27 is sufficiently general enough to handle both linear and

non-linear fluxes. Hence, 2.27 is, in general a system of non-linear equations which can be

solved by fixed point iteration4 or by quasi-newton methods [26, 25]. Hence, the iteratively

coupled multiscale model is linearized as:

D−

f
(
P

(n)
i , P

(n)
i+1

)
D+[P

(n)
i ]

D+[P
(n+1)
i ]

 = Si (2.28)

[Ci+ 1
2
]pi+ 1

2
= bi+ 1

2
for i = 0, ..., n. (2.29)

The algorithm iterates between micro and macro scale models until some convergence cri-

teria is satisfied. In [26, 25], Chu et. al. prove this multiscale system has analogous

convergence rates as multiscale homogenization in the linear case. We note that the for-

mulation presented is independent of the linearity assumptions on the velocity. Chu et al.

proceed to demonstrate this model’s applicability to non-linear constitutive relations at the

microscale in [26, 25].

2.3 Operator Splitting

Poroelasticity falls into the broader category of coupled multiphysics problems defined by

systems of partial differential equations describing the interaction between two or more

field variables. Multiphysics problems differ from general mixed PDE formulations in that

4Convergence of the fixed point iteration from any starting value is established in [26, 25]
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”neither domain can be solved separately from each other [and] neither set of dependent

variables can be explicitly eliminated” [69]. Coupled problems are further classified into two

categories based on the degree of domain overlap where the state variables are defined[71].

Type I problems (also known as Interfacial Problems) are characterized by systems of

equations whose dependent variables lie on separate, non-overlapping domains and with

interaction occurring solely through domain interfaces. Fluid-structure interaction is a

typical Type I problem where the interface divides the regions where the distinct media

and their governing partial differential equations are valid. As they are dynamic problems,

interfacial displacement is tracked through additional time dependent mesh variables and

equations into Type I systems. Kumar [47] characterized discretized systems of equations

for fluid-structure interaction in terms of dynamic structure us, mesh um, and fluid uf

variables. The system of equations is summarized as
~Ns(us, um, uf ) = 0

~Nm(us, um, uf ) = 0

~Nf (us, um, uf ) = 0

(2.30)

where ~Ns, ~Nm, and ~Nf are the (typically non-linear) equations governing the structure us,

mesh um, and fluid uf variables, respectively.

Type II problems (also known as Overlapping Problems) are those systems whose depen-

dent variables lie on partially or totally overlapping domains. Thermo-structure interaction

is a typical Type II problem where the state variables of temperature, stress, and strain

interact within the same medium. In contrast to Type I problems, Type II problems do

not require additional terms to account for dynamic mesh displacement, even when the

coupling is strong. In the context of fluid-solid coupling, equations 2.30 reduce to the

simplified form:  ~Ns(us, uf ) = 0

~Nf (us, um, uf ) = 0

After temporal and spatial discretization, Biot’s poroelasticity equations 2.13-2.14 form

a saddle point system of the form:
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 A BT

B −C

 u

p

t+1

=

 f

g

t+1

(2.31)

at each timestep t, where A,B,C are symmetric positive definite. Matrix systems of

this form are saddle point problems whose spectrum contains both positive and negative

eigenvalue[12].

2.3.1 Fractional Step Methods

The rationale behind operator splitting methods is that fully coupled time dependent dy-

namics can be decomposed into the superposition of the individual operators corresponding

to separate physical processes, such as diffusion, advection, reaction, etc. Fractional split-

ting methods apply easily to hyperbolic differential equations of the form

yt = (A+B)y (2.32)

whereA andB are differential operators. The various splitting methods resolve this ODE by

solving a sequence of subproblems composed of each individual operator over a fixed number

of iterations with or without predictor-corrector adjustments between each iteration. For

example, Lie-Trotter Splitting is a first order accurate method requiring the solution of two

subproblems alternately applying each operator within a single timestep:

y∗ − yt
∆t

= Ayt (2.33)

yt+1 − y∗

∆t
= By∗ (2.34)

Other methods, such as Strang Splitting, achieve higher order accuracy by advancing over

partial timesteps between t and t + 1 while alternating between operators. In general,

fractional step methods are not guaranteed to converge in a fixed number of iterations

despite stable time-stepping discretization[46].

Poroelasticity equations cannot be converted into the form 2.32 except in the particular

case where c0 ≡ 0. In this case, Gaspar et al[38] showed that it can be transformed into
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an alternative form which was amenable to a specialized fractional step method. The key

to their work was the application of additional differential operators to the flow and defor-

mation equations to eliminate certain terms in the equations. Introducing new variables

for the pressure laplacian q = −∆p and deformation velocity v = du
dt

, they resolved the

poroelasticity equations by solving a sequence of subproblems5 within each timestep in the

following order:

qt+1 − qt

∆t
− (λ+ 2µ)k∇2qt+1 = −(λ+ 2µ)∇2f t+1 (2.35)

−∇2pt+1 = qt+1 (2.36)

−µ∇2(∇ · vt+1) +∇
(
pt+1 − pt

∆t

)
+ (λ+ 2µ)k∇qt+1 = (λ+ µ)∇f t+1 (2.37)

In the general case where c0 6= 0 is not easily amenable to the above approach. The

general quasi-static poroelasticity problem is denoted by

Au = 0 for deformation (2.38)

But + Cu = 0 for flow (2.39)

In this form, the problem cannot transformed into the canonical form established by 2.32.

Consequently, alternative splitting methodologies have been developed.

2.3.2 Kim et al’s work

Motivated by an industrial need to enable highly optimized legacy codes and solvers for in-

dividual flow and deformation equations, Kim[46] analyzed four operator splitting strategies

for a non-linear formulation of the poroelasticity equations for multiphase flow & deforma-

tion. His approach decomposes the coupled system into solutions of single set of equations

for flow or deformation at a time. When necessary, he used pressure and displacement

predictor/corrector methods which impose the respective conservation principles.

5With appropriately adjusted boundary conditions and additional stabilization techniques.
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Figure 2.3: Visualization of the four operator splitting methods developed by Kim[46].

The Drained Splitting method solves the deformation problem first by holding the

pressure constant and consequently solving fluid flow using the updated deformations. The

Undrained Splitting method imposes constant fluid mass while the deformation equation is

resolved, requiring an additional pressure correction. Fixed Strain Splitting method solves

the flow equation first, holding the volumetric strain constant. The updated pressures

are then used to resolve the deformation equation. Like the drained splitting method, no

additional predictor/corrector is used to update the pressures. Finally, the fixed stress

splitting method also resolves the fluid equation first, but holds the total mean rate of

stress constant such that the volumetric stress is automatically computed.

Kim[46] derived stability criteria for the drained, undrained, fixed strain and fixed

stress splittings as well as the fully coupled problem by Von Neumann Analysis. They

noted that drained and fixed strain splittings (i.e. the methods which did not employ

predictor-corrector adjustments) have a stability criterion related to the ratio of the bulk

stiffnesses of the fluid and solid skeleton. On the other hand, the undrained, fixed stress,

and fully coupled methods were unconditionally stable.

He further tested and verified their applications to four specific test cases including
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Terzaghi’s and Mandel’s problem as mentioned in chapter 1. Furthermore, he observed

that drained and fixed strain splittings were inconsistent if limited to a fixed number of

iterations. That is, if not permitted to iterate until convergence, these two methods become

inconsistent over time. Though both undrained and fixed stress splitting are uncondition-

ally stable, fixed stress splitting required fewer iterations than undrained splittings for the

cases tested. Furthermore, we note that Kim’s stability work assumed constant parameter

values which are not necessarily applicable to the variable coefficient case.

2.4 Summary

In summary, Biot’s poroelasticity equations are a system of linear PDE’s which describe the

interaction between flow and deformation in porous media. While analytical solutions exist,

there is no general solution to Biot’s Equations. The mathematical properties of Biot’s

equations have been well researched and many numerical methods have been developed to

solve them.

In many realistic media, highly variable material properties exist which make efficient

and accurate simulation results extremely difficult to achieve with traditional continuum

scale numerical methods. Multiscale methods balance the need for accuracy by efficient use

of a small sample of microscopic information. The two main classes of multiscale methods

are Upscaling and Divide & Conquer methods, with the former being the dominant method

used for poroelasticity applications of heterogeneous nature. As far as the current author

is aware, no multiscale methods of the Divide & Conquer type have been developed for

Biot’s equations.

A large body of multiscale algorithms exist which only apply to elliptic partial differ-

ential equations. A methodology to capitalize on decades worth of multiscale algorithms

would enable highly accurate solutions to the multiscale poroelasticity equations and their

applications.

Consequently, the focus of the remainder of this thesis is on the development of a Divide
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& Conquer type multiscale method for Biot’s poroelasticity equations. In our approach, we

develop an operator splitting method which resolves each timestep as a sequence of elliptic

problems. Our algorithm is sufficiently generalizable such that any feasible multiscale

method could potentially be utilized. In particular, the current thesis also proposes a

single method to resolve the two resulting multiscale elliptic PDE’s solution by means of a

modification of the method established by Chu et al.[26, 25]’s. The details of these methods

are elaborated in the following section.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Assumptions

To begin the process of developing a multiscale method for Biot’s equations, we make

several assumptions to the standard quasi-static formulation of the linear poroelasticity

equations[63]. Firstly, for simplicity, we restrict our attention to the 1D formulation of

Biot’s equations 2.13- 2.14 in the spatial domain Ω ≡ [0, L] with no source terms:

− d

dx

(
(λ+ 2µ)

du

dx

)
+ α

dp

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.1)

d

dt

(
c0p+ α

du

dx

)
− 1

µf

d

dx

(
k
dp

dx

)
= 0, x ∈ Ω. (3.2)

The boundary conditions are imposed as fixed values

p = pL at x = 0 (3.3)

(λ+ 2µ)
du

dx
= −TL at x = 0 (3.4)

u = uR at x = L (3.5)

1

µf
k
dp

dx
= FR at x = L (3.6)

where and pL, tL, uR, fR ≥ 0. We also impose a finite the initial condition satisfying

c0p+ α
du

dx
= 0 at t = 0. (3.7)

Note in the situation where pL = uR = fR = 0 and λ, µ, c0, α, µf & k are constant,

equations 3.1- 3.7 are equivalent to the classic Terzaghi Problem where a constant (com-

pressive) load tL is suddenly applied to the top (x = 0) of a column of fluid-saturated
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Figure 3.1: Depiction of the 1D Terzaghi Problem, adapted from Mitchison et. al.[52]

porous medium of finite length. The load is induced by a permeable plunger or piston

such that fluid drains through the top boundary as shown in figure 3.1. Due to draining

conditions, the top of the medium is also subject to zero excess pore pressure conditions.

The dirichlet and neumann conditions at x = 1 model the situation that the bottom of the

medium is both rigid and impermeable, respectively. The medium is constrained in the

transversal directions by a rigid container such that it is subject only to uniaxial strain[65].

The initial condition captures the fact that there is no increment in fluid content upon

initial loading.

Next, we assume the lame parameters λ, µ and permeability k in equations 3.1- 3.2 vary

in space but not in time. We further assume that these variable material parameters are

highly heterogeneous, but not necessarily periodic. More precisely, we assume λ(x), µ(x)

and k(x) are continuous functions with sharp gradients of positive characteristic length

ε << 1 distributed randomly within the computational domain Ω. All other material

parameters are assumed to be constant. Consequently, we model λ, µ, and k as functions
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of x and rewrite equations 2.13- 2.14 as:

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

du

dx

)
+ α

dp

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.8)

d

dt

(
c0p+ α

du

dx

)
− d

dx

(
K(x)

dp

dx

)
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.9)

with ν(x) = λ(x) + 2µ(x) and K(x) = k(x)
µf

.

Due to the heterogeneity encapsulated in ν and K, equations 3.8- 3.9 cannot be ac-

curately resolved by conventional continuum methods without an extremely small spatial

discretization h < ε. To resolve this issue, we first propose an operator splitting strategy

which resolves equations 3.8- 3.9 as a sequence of two uncoupled elliptic PDE’s. Then,

we propose a heterogeneous multiscale method which resolves both elliptic equations by a

common framework.

3.2 Operator Splitting

To decouple equations 3.8- 3.9, we follow Rothe’s semi-discretization methodology using

a backward euler finite difference in time t while leaving the spatial variable x and its

corresponding operators continuous. This results in the implicit semi-discrete equations

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

dut

dx

)
+ α

dpt

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.10)(

c0
pt − pt−1

∆t
+ α

dut

dx
− dut−1

dx

∆t

)
− d

dx

(
K(x)

dpt

dx

)
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.11)

where t is the discrete time step and ∆t is the temporal increment. Note that all terms

t − 1 are known quantities in the tth timestep and thus can be treated as source terms.

Hence, we rewrite equations 3.10- 3.11 as

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

dut

dx

)
+ α

dpt

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.12)(

c0

∆t
pt +

α

∆t

dut

dx

)
− d

dx

(
K(x)

dpt

dx

)
= Rt−1, x ∈ Ω (3.13)
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where Rt−1 = c0
∆t
pt−1 + α

∆t
dut−1

dx
.

Introducing new notation, we define four continuous linear operators A,G,D, and B as

follows:

Au ≡ − d

dx

(
ν(x)

du

dx

)
(3.14)

Gp ≡ α
dp

dx
(3.15)

Du ≡ α

∆t

du

dx
(3.16)

Bp ≡ c0

∆t
p− d

dx

(
K(x)

dp

dx

)
(3.17)

Then, we can rewrite equations 3.12- 3.13 in terms of a single linear system Lvt = b, where

L ≡

 A G

D B

 , vt ≡

 ut

pt

 , b ≡

 0

Rt−1

 (3.18)

We shall refer to system 3.18 as the fully coupled semi-discrete equations. Note that in

this formulation, u and p are continuous variables coupled to each other only at the current

timestep. To uncouple these equations, we apply the method of successive approximations1

by formulating a sequence of approximations which resolve the current iterate ut,n, pt,n in

terms of the previous iterate ut,n−1, pt,n−1. We propose two different decoupling methods

motivated by block operator decompositions of L.

3.2.1 Block Jacobi Splitting

In the Block Jacobi Splitting method, we formulate a sequence of approximations vt,n ≡

[ut,n, pt,n]T by decomposing the operator L as a sum of the its diagonal and off-diagonal

components. That is, we write L = M +N where

M ≡

 A 0

0 B

 , N ≡

 0 G

D 0

 (3.19)

1Also known as Fixed Point Iteration or Picard Iteration.
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Hence, system 3.18 is rewritten as

Mvt +Nvt = b. (3.20)

Next, we apply a fixed point iteration such that all instances of ut in equation 3.12 and

all instances of pt in equation 3.13 use the current iterate n. All other (off-diagonal) terms

use the previous iterate n− 1. Consequently, the solution at each timestep t is resolved by

the system

Mvt,n +Nvt,n−1 = b. (3.21)

or equivalently

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

dut,n

dx

)
= St,n−1

p , x ∈ Ω (3.22)

c0

∆t
pt,n − d

dx

(
K(x)

dpt,n

dx

)
= St,n−1

u +Rt−1, x ∈ Ω. (3.23)

where St,n−1
p ≡ αdp

t,n−1

dx
and St,n−1

u ≡ α
∆t

dut,n−1

dx
.

3.2.2 Block Gauss-Seidel Splittings

The Block Gauss-Seidel Splitting method uses a block operator decomposition of the form

L = M + N where M is either the block lower or upper triangular portions of L while

N contains the remaining blocks of L. When M is the block lower triangular, we obtain a

splitting similar in scope to Kim’s Drained Splitting method[46], where

M ≡

 A 0

D B

 , N ≡

 0 G

0 0

 (3.24)

Alternatively for M upper triangular, the resulting Block Gauss-Seidel method is similar

to Kim’s Fixed Strain splitting method[46], where

M ≡

 A G

0 B

 , N ≡

 0 0

D 0

 (3.25)
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Substituting for L and applying fixed point iteration, we again arrive at the system

Mvt,n +Nvt,n−1 = b. (3.26)

In the upper triangular case, all instances of ut and pt in equation 3.13 and all instances of

ut in equation 3.13 use the current iterate. The remaining term pt in equation 3.12 uses the

previous iterate. The block lower Gauss-Seidel splitting can alternatively be formulated as

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

dut,n

dx

)
+ α

dpt,n−1

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.27)(

c0

∆t
pt,n +

α

∆t

dut,n

dx

)
− d

dx

(
K(x)

dpt,n

dx

)
= Rt−1, x ∈ Ω. (3.28)

Analogously, the block upper Gauss-Seidel splitting can be written as

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

dut,n

dx

)
+ α

dpt,n

dx
= 0, x ∈ Ω (3.29)(

c0

∆t
pt,n +

α

∆t

dut,n−1

dx

)
− d

dx

(
K(x)

dpt,n

dx

)
= Rt−1, x ∈ Ω. (3.30)

Although both block Gauss-Seidel splittings are not entirely decoupled, one of the two

resulting equations at each iteration is always independent of a state variable. Thus for

each iteration n, one equation is solved for one variable and its solution is incorporated as

a source term in the other equation.

3.2.3 Convergence

Clearly, both Block Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel strategies compute the solution at each timestep

[ut, pt]T coupled semi-discrete system as a sequence of two PDE’s of the form

− d

dx

(
ν(x)

du

dx

)
= f, (3.31)

c0

∆t
p− d

dx

(
K(x)

dp

dx

)
= g (3.32)

In the Block Jacobi case, f and g are independent of u and p. In the Block Gauss-Seidel

case, f is independent of u and p, but g is a function2 of u. Note that equation 3.31 is

2In particular, g is a function of du
dx
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an elliptic diffusion equation whie 3.32 is an elliptic reaction-diffusion equation. Since our

decomposition method does not yet assume a particular spatial discretization, we conjecture

that any numerical method can be applied to 3.31- 3.32. However, the numerical method

must satisfy certain criteria in order to ensure convergence. In particular, Banach’s fixed

point theorem suggests that if the mapping vt,k−1 → vt,k is a contraction, then the sequence

of iterations converges.

For a given splitting L = M +N , we can write the split system as Mvt = −Nvt+ b and

denote the functional F (v) ≡M−1 (−Nv + b). The functional iteration is expressed in the

form vn = F (vn−1). According to Banach’s fixed point theorem, the iteration converges if

for any v1 and v2 in the domain of F ,

||F (v1)− F (v2)|| ≤ q||v1 − v2|| (3.33)

for some 0 < q < 1. Note that 3.33 is sufficiently generalizable to continuous and discrete

operators. If equations 3.31- 3.32 are discretized on a macroscopic equispaced grid of

interval length ∆x, then operators M and N are linear matrices and theorem 3.33 is auto-

matically satisfied if ||M−1N || < 1. In this case, the sequence of iterates vk approaches the

exact solution v∗ at a rate closely related to the spectral radius ρ of M−1N . Furthermore,

the fixed point iteration converges faster as ρ→ 0 and slower as ρ→ 1.

Note that convergence is not guaranteed for all combinations of material parameters and

spatiotemporal discretizations. Also, convergence is not guaranteed for a fixed number of

iterations as described by Kim[46]. The principal advantage of the proposed method is that

the solution to the coupled poroelasticity equations at each timestep is decomposed into

the solution of a sequence of elliptic diffusion and elliptic reaction diffusion equations with

multiscale coefficients for which many multiscale algorithms are readily available. Moreover,

as many of these methods are iterative in scope, they can be more readily implemented in

this particular form.

While a thorough comparative analysis of various multiscale methods for equations in

each operator splitting strategy is beyond the scope of this thesis, we develop a particular
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heterogeneous multiscale method based on the framework established by Chu et al.[26, 25]

and applicable to both equations. Details of this method are elaborated in the next section.

3.3 Generalization of Chu et al.’s Multiscale Method

Clearly, the two resulting elliptic PDE’s derived from our operator splitting strategy can

be generalized into the form

∇ · Φ(x,Ψ,∇Ψ) + h(Ψ) = S(x) (3.34)

where Φ denotes a function of a state variable Ψ & its gradient ∇Ψ, S(x) denotes a source

term, and h(Ψ) is a linear function of the state variable. When h(Ψ) is identically zero, we

obtain the elliptic diffusion equation which describes the solid deformation equation. The

flow equation is obtained by setting h(Ψ) = c∗P where c∗ is a constant which depends on

given material parameters and the chosen time stepsize ∆t.

In a recent paper[33], the current author established that the fundamental assumptions

inherent to Chu et al.’s multiscale algorithm are applicable not only to steady state fluid

flow in porous media, but also solid deformation and steady state heat transfer as well. More

importantly, the microscale pore network model used in Chu et al.’s algorithm belongs to a

much more general class of finite element methods known as Direct Stiffness Methods. In

the solid deformation case, [33, 32], direct stiffness methods can be incorporated into the

Chu et al.’s multiscale framework both in the single[33] and higher dimensional cases.

In the context of the operator splitting method as outlined in the previous section, we

note two main observations about Chu et al.’s original algorithm. While it was verified as

a tool for fluid flow in porous media, it has never been verified as a tool to model solid

deformation. Also, while it was developed under the assumption of an elliptic diffusion

equation as in the solid deformation equation 3.31, it is has not been tested on an elliptic

reaction-diffusion equation. Specifically, it has never been applied to solve the fluid flow

equation described by the 3.32.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of the heterogeneous multiscale model sampling the fully
microscopic model. In the fluid flow case, the fully microscopic model
is a network model of pores and throats. In the solid deformation case,
it is an assemblage of spring elements using in a direct stiffness model.

Hence, this thesis also addresses both the verification of Chu et al.’s multiscale method

in the context of solid deformation in the form 3.31 and proposes an extension of this

method to handle the fluid flow equation 3.32. Both proposed methods are based on

coupling the Finite Volume Method at the continuum scale with a Direct Stiffness Finite

Element [49, 14] at the microscale. Details of these two models are summarized in the same

macroscopic framework described in the next section, with the two separate cases of fluid

flow and solid deformation handled by distinct microscopic models.
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3.3.1 Macroscopic Model

Using equation 3.34, we apply the finite volume method by discretizing the domain Ω into

finitely many equispaced cells Bi = [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1

2
] with discrete values of Ψ defined at the

cell center xi. Integrating this equation over each control volume Bi and applying the

divergence theorem, we obtain an expression of the form

Φ̂i+ 1
2
− Φ̂i+ 1

2
+ h(Ψi)∆x = F̂i∆x. (3.35)

where Φ̂i+ 1
2
≡ Φi+ 1

2
∆A, with ∆A denoting the cross-sectional area of the control volume.

The variables Ψ and Φ have different interpretations corresponding to the flow and defor-

mation problems. For fluid flow, the variable Ψ and Φ represent the macroscopic pressure

P and flux F . For solid deformation, displacement U and total boundary force F̃ are rep-

resented by Ψ and Φ, respectively. The fractional indices in 3.35 indicate that conserved

quantities are defined on the boundary of control volume, while integer indices denote

cell centered values. In its current form, equation 3.35 is incomplete because no explicit

macroscopic constitutive relation is known or assumed.

The key assumption to couple macro and micro spatial scales in [26, 25] is that the

volumetric flux is zero when the pressure gradient is zero. In [33], the current author

observed that this assumption extends from a linear potential flow assumption that can

be extended into other physical phenomena. In heat transfer contexts, for example, we

can assume a zero heat flux when there is no temperature gradient. In solid deformation

contexts, this assumption can be interpreted as a zero strain inducing a zero stress. Hence,

we make the fundamental assumption that

Φ̂(x,Ψ,∇Ψ) = 0 when ∇Ψ = 0.

To establish the coupling between scales, we apply the mean value theorem to the first

order taylor expansion of Φ(x,Ψ,∇Ψ) in terms of the third argument ∇Ψ and use our

fundamental assumption. Here we assume the one dimensional case where ∇Ψ is a scalar
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quantity. Consequently, there exists ξ ∈ (0,∇Ψ) such that

Φ̂(x,Ψ,∇Ψ) = Φ̂(x,Ψ, 0) +
dΦ̂(x,Ψ, ξ)

d∇Ψ
(∇Ψ− 0) . (3.36)

Applying our fundamental assumption, the first term on the right hand side is eliminated,

yielding

Φ̂(x,Ψ,∇Ψ) =
dΦ̂(x,Ψ, ξ)

d∇Ψ
∇Ψ. (3.37)

Since the quantity dΦ̂(xi,Ψ,ξ)
d∇Ψ

must be evaluated at the boundary of the control volume, it is

approximated as

dΦ̂(x,Ψ, ξ)

d∇Ψ
≈

Φ̂i+ 1
2
(x,Ψ,∇Ψ)− Φ̂i+ 1

2
(x,Ψ, 0)

∇Ψ− 0

=
Φ̂i+ 1

2
(x,Ψ,∇Ψ)

∇Ψ

≡ −Ki+ 1
2
(Ψi,Ψi+1). (3.38)

Substituting 3.38 into equation 3.37 and approximating ∇Ψ by the forward finite difference

D+[Ψi] ≈ Ψi+1−Ψi

∆x
, we obtain the expression

Φ̂i+ 1
2
(x,Ψi,Ψi+1) = −Ki+ 1

2
(Ψi,Ψi+1)D+[Ψi] (3.39)

Deriving an analogous expression for Φi− 1
2

and substituting it and equation 3.39 into

equation 3.35, we obtain

−
[
Ki+ 1

2
(Ψi,Ψi+1)D+[Ψi]−Ki− 1

2
(Ψi−1,Ψi)D

+[Ψi−1]
]

+ h(Ψi)∆x = F̂i∆x (3.40)

Regardless of whether Ki± 1
2

is a constant function, equation 3.40 can be resolved by

successive approximations Ψn+1
i (i.e. fixed point iteration) for all i as

−
[
Ki+ 1

2
(Ψn

i ,Ψ
n
i+1)D+[Ψn+1

i ]−Ki− 1
2
(Ψn

i−1,Ψ
n
i )D+[Ψn+1

i−1 ]
]

+ h(Ψn+1
i )∆x = F̂i∆x (3.41)

So far, equation 3.41 still remains incomplete because no method has yet been spec-

ified to estimate Φ̂i± 1
2
. The missing quantities are evaluated by a model which requires
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limited information at the microscopic scale. In the following section, we outline two sep-

arate methods to estimate the missing information based on direct stiffness methods as a

microscopic model.

3.3.2 Microscopic Deformation Model

In the deformation case, the reaction term h ≡ 0 while the missing quantities Φ̂i± 1
2

in 3.35

describes the total forces acting at the boundaries of a control volume. We estimate this

total force by simulation of a microscopic model defined on a small region Bδ(xi+ 1
2
) centered

at xi+ 1
2

with total length δ. For a one dimensional medium, we can neglect shearing forces

and assume only axial deformations.

At sufficiently small deformations, we can describe a one dimensional medium as an

assemblage of springs of varying stiffnesses connected at discrete nodes. For a particular

node i, the sum of all forces from the connected springs Fij is balanced by the total internal

forces si acting directly on the node itself. Mathematically, this relation is written as

∑
j∈Cl

Flj = sl (3.42)

where Cl denotes the set of nodes which connected to node l.

For simplicity, we assume that internodal forces are linearly proportional to the dis-

placement by the linear relation

Flj = Klj (ul − uj)

where ui and uj are respectively the displacements at nodes l and j, and

Klj =
EljAlj
Llj

where Elj is the young’s modulus, Alj is the cross-sectional area, and Llj is the length of

the spring.
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Given fixed displacement conditions or a mix of fixed traction and fixed displacement at

the boundaries produces a unique solution. In the context of the heterogeneous multiscale

framework, we require a restriction operator which produces suitable boundary conditions

onto the locally defined microscopic models. For the deformation model, microscale bound-

ary conditions are linearly interpolated from the macroscopic displacements Ui and Ui+1 to

the boundaries of each Bδ(xi+ 1
2
). For purely dirichlet boundary conditions, we can denote

the left and right boundaries of the microscopic model Bδ(xi+ 1
2
) as uL

i+ 1
2

and uR
i+ 1

2

. By

linear interpolation, these two boundary values are given as

uL
i+ 1

2
= Ui+ 1

2
− Ui+1 − Ui

∆x

(
δ

2

)
(3.43)

uR
i+ 1

2
= Ui+ 1

2
+
Ui+1 − Ui

∆x

(
δ

2

)
(3.44)

where Ui+ 1
2

= Ui+Ui+1

2
is the average macroscopic displacement value.

The poroelasticity problem addressed in this thesis is of the form 3.8- 3.9, which in-

clude mixed dirichlet-neumann boundary conditions in both displacement and pressure.

After operator splitting, the multiscale solid equation 3.31– 3.32 also retain mixed bound-

ary conditions. The use of mixed boundary conditions was not addressed by Chu et al.

(2012)[26, 25]. For a one dimensional medium, we still use purely dirichlet boundary

conditions on the microscopic model. The current thesis hypothesizes that the neumann

boundary condition need only be applied at the macroscopic level. Thus, the initial guess

of macroscopic displacements generates purely dirichlet boundary conditions at the micro-

scopic level.

To complete our heterogeneous multiscale solid deformation model in 1D, we prescribe

a data estimator which approximates the missing values Φ̂i+ 1
2

in each Bδ(xi+ 1
2
). Here, Φ̂i+ 1

2

denotes the total force acting on the boundary of control volume i. Given the 1D nature

of the microscopic model, this total force can be approximated by the force through any

spring element in micro model i. For the current model, we choose

Φ̂i+ 1
2
≈ [Klj(ul − uj)]i+ 1

2
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where the spring connecting nodes l and j lies on the left boundary of the local micro model

defined in the region Bδ(xi+ 1
2
).

3.3.3 Microscopic Flow Model

The pore network model described in 2.17 is a suitable surrogate for the elliptic diffusion

equation2.21 because it is a localized discrete analogy of the volumetric, macroscopic scale

conservation law . In the context of the flow equation derived from operator splitting 3.32,

an additional term must be added to the microscale pore network model to account for the

non-zero reaction term h(Ψ) ≡ c∗Pi∆x appearing in the macroscopic equation. Hence, we

propose a modified network model∑
j∈Kl

qlj + c∗pl∆x = sl (3.45)

qlj = glj(∆Plj) (3.46)

glj(∇Plj) =
πr4

lj

8µLlj
(3.47)

We shall refer to this model as the Reaction-Diffusion Network Model (RDNM).

Clearly, equation 3.45 is a discrete analogy of the macroscopic equation 3.32 and retains the

essence of the macroscopic model. The flux term 3.46 and micro constitutive relation 3.47

are analogous to the pore network model using the Hagen-Poiseuille law.

As with Chu et al.’s original algorithm dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed onto

opposite boundaries of the network model. Our proposed multiscale method uses the same

restriction operator and data estimators as in Chu et al. (2012)[26, 25]. That is, we use

linear interpolation formula analogous to 3.43 to obtain fixed pressure boundary conditions

on opposite sides of the RDNM in the axial direction and impose periodic boundary con-

ditions on the transverse boundaries. Given initial guess of macroscopic pressures Pi and

Pi+1, linear interpolation produces left and right dirichlet boundary conditions PL
i+ 1

2

and
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PR
i+ 1

2

given as

uL
i+ 1

2
= Ui+ 1

2
− Ui+1 − Ui

∆x

(
δ

2

)
(3.48)

uR
i+ 1

2
= Ui+ 1

2
+
Ui+1 − Ui

∆x

(
δ

2

)
(3.49)

We also approximate the flux through the RDNM by taking the sum of the fluxes along

a cross-section perpendicular to the axis of flow. The presence of a reaction term in the

micromodel suggests that flux is non-constant throughout the micromodel. The primary

flux of interest is through the boundary of the macroscopic control volumes, which corre-

spond to the center of the micromodels. Hence, instead of using the flux through throats

connected at the boundary, we use the sum of fluxes through throats connected to the

center of Bδ(xi+ 1
2
). In the case of a micromodel with an even number of throats, we use

the average of the two cross-sectional fluxes through connected to the nodes corresponding

to xi+ 1
2
. Denote IL

i+ 1
2

and IR
i+ 1

2

as the sets of all horizontal throats connected to a pore at

xi+ 1
2

from the left and right, respectively. Then, each Φ̂i+ 1
2

is estimated as

Φ̂i+ 1
2
≈ f1 + f2

2

where f1 =
∑

lj∈IL

i+1
2

qlj and f2 =
∑

lj∈IR

i+1
2

qlj are the fluxes through the center-left and

center-right cross-sections, respectively. The case with an odd number of horizontal throats

only requires a single flux evaluation at the center throat.

3.4 Research Questions

The primary hypothesis of the current thesis is that the operator splitting method proposed

above is sufficiently general that any suitable elliptic diffusion and ellitpic reaction-diffusion

PDE may be utilized. In particular, this approach enables the use of iterative multiscale

methods such as those of the divide & conquer strategy. Banach Fixed Point Theorem

suggests that the proposed operator splitting method is convergent at each time step un-
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der sufficient conditions which depend on not only on the choice of temporal and spatial

stepsizes, but also the material parameters.

Hence, this thesis focuses on the convergence of both the operator splitting scheme and

the multiscale approximations. The objectives of this thesis are to:

• Characterize of the material parameter constraints which enable convergence of the

operator splitting method.

• Investigate the convergence of the proposed multiscale algorithms to resolve the two

elliptic problems obtained from the operator splitting

In Chapter 4, we charaterize the parameter space for which the operator splitting

method converges and diverges by obtaining the threshold surface separating the two spaces

by numerical methods and observing the effects of parameter perturbations. We obtain re-

sults for two particular cases:

• The constant case - All material parameters are constant

• The linearly variant case - Mobility K(x) and Elastic Modulus ν(x) are linear

functions, while all other material parameters are constant.

In chapter 5, we verify the convergence of the proposed multiscale methods for the solid

and fluid equations derived from operator splitting. We begin by verifying the implementa-

tion of Chu et al.’s algorithm for steady state fluid flow in porous media. We then proceed

to verify our multiscale algorithms for the decoupled fluid and solid equations obtained

from our operator splitting method. In particular, we seek to confirm their convergence in

the case with constant, linearly variant, and heterogeneous (random) material parameters.

In chapter 6, we discuss the results of our operator splitting and multiscale tests and

interpret their implications. We also discuss the limitations of our study and propose

suggestions for further studies and improvements in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Operator Splitting Experiments

The stability of our proposed operator splitting method in chapter 3 depends on the spectral

radius ρ of the product of M−1N , where M & N are block operators. The eigenvalues of

M−1N depend on the chosen spatiotemporal discretization and the material properties

ν(x), K(x), α and c0. The exact nature of this relation is unknown and this thesis seeks

to estimate this relation numerically. We restrict our attention to two particular cases of

poroelasticity problems distinguished by the degree of heterogeneity.

4.1 Case I

In Case I, we assume homogeneous material properties in equations 3.8- 3.9. That is, the

parameters K, ν, α, and c0 are all constant in space and time. To simplify our analysis,

we nondimensionalize equations 3.8- 3.9 by introducing new spatial, temporal, and state

variables. Here, we follow an analogous approach to [41]; nondimensionalizing with respect

to the domain length L and traction boundary condition TL. We select

x̂ ≡ x

L
(dimensionaless space), (4.1)

t̂ ≡ νkt

L2
(dimesionless time), (4.2)

p̂ ≡ p

TL
(dimesionless pressure), (4.3)

û ≡ νu

TLL
(dimensionless displacement). (4.4)
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Substituting the new variables into equations 3.8- 3.9, we obtain

−d
2û

dx̂2
+ α

dp̂

dx̂
= 0, (4.5)

d

dt̂

(
βp̂+ α

dû

dx̂

)
− d2p̂

dx̂2
= 0, (4.6)

where β ≡ c0ν. By these choices, the nondimensional domain becomes Ωnondimensional ≡

[0, 1]. The initial condition also becomes non-dimensionalized as

βp+ α
dû

dx̂
= 0.

By definition, α ∈ [0, 1] is a dimensionless parameter which characterizes the strength of

the coupling between the flow and deformation equations. In the simplest case with α = 0,

the two equations are completely decoupled from each other. In contrast, the case with

α = 1 characterizes the strongest possible coupling between the two processes. We predict

that as α→ 0, a wider range of β values will converge for a given spatiotemporal stepsize

∆x & ∆t. We also predict that as α → 1, the range of β values result in a convergent

operator splitting becomes narrower for a given ∆t and ∆x. Thus, for a given ∆t and ∆x

there exists some threshold value β∗ which separates the range of problems which can and

cannot be solved by the proposed operator splitting methods for a specific ∆t and ∆x.

This threshold value is attained precisely at the value of β∗ such that the corresponding

spectral radius of M−1N = 1.

In the absence of analytical methods to determine a closed form of the spectral radius

of M−1N in terms of α, β, ∆t and ∆x, we determine its relation numerically by finding

the optimal threshold β∗ value for various choices of δt and δx. For each choice of α, δt

and δx, we apply a bisection search algorithm of the parameter space β ∈ [0,∞) to find β∗

such that ρ(M−1N) = 1.

Given parameter α and stepsizes ∆t and ∆x. Let the operator splitting method (block

jacobi or block gauss-seidel) also be given. Let the matrix pairs (M1, N1) and (M2, N2) be

the discretized split operator pairs generated from applying our chosen operator splitting

method to equations 4.5- 4.6. That is, M1 and N1 are constructed using α, ∆t, and β1
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and discretizing the split operators by some numerical scheme with spatial stepsize ∆x.

The matrix pair (M2, N2) are constructed analogously using β2 in place of β1. Let ρ1 and

ρ2 denote the two spectral radii of (M1, N1) and (M2, N2). Assume that ρ1 and ρ2 lie on

opposite sides of the desired value ρ∗ ≡ 1; that is,

(ρ1 − ρ∗)(ρ2 − ρ∗) < 0.

The bisection search algorithm works moving the bounds β1 and β2 containing the root

of the equation β∗−1 = 0 closer to the true value of β∗. This is accomplished selecting the

midpoint value βmid = β1+β2

2
and determining the spectral radius ρmid corresponding to the

discrete matrices Mmid, Nmid constructed from βmid. If the value (ρmid − ρ∗)(ρ1 − ρ∗) < 1

then the interval between βmid and β1 contains the desired value ρ∗ and the bound β2 is

reassigned to βmid. Otherwise, the interval between rhomid and ρ2 contains the desired value

ρ∗ and the bound β1 is reassigned to βmid. This process repeats itself until the residual

|ρmid − ρ∗| is less than some given tolerance ε.

Due to memory limitations and time constraints, we limit our experiments to spatiotem-

poral steps in terms of powers of two. That is, we choose ∆x = 2−i for i = 2, 3, ..., 8 and

∆t = 2−j for j = 2, 3, ..., 18. The spectral radius is obtained by using MATLAB’s EIG()

function and selecting the maximum eigenvalue in absolute value. We formulate the matrix

M−1N by explicit calculation of M−1 and its multiplication to N . The resulting matrix is

dense and requires a computationally expensive process to determine the eigenvalues. Due

to time and memory limitations, we are unable to select ∆x > 28.

We repeat our analysis for successively decreasing values of α as α → 0. We predict

that as α → 0, the convergence constraint diminishes for all spatiotemporal discretization

choices.

The matrices M and N are obtained by discretizing the split operators derived from

equations 4.5- 4.6 by finite difference method. We use a backward difference in time and

centered differences in space for both first and second derivative approximations using a

staggered grid as illustrated in figure 4.1. As noted in [53, 39], application of the finite
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Figure 4.1: Staggered grid for finite difference discretization. Open and closed cir-
cles represent displacement and pressure points, respectively.

difference method to the poroelasticity equations on standard collocated grids leads to

large, non-physical oscillations which hinder the accuracy of the solution. Staggered grids

consisting of alternating pressure and displacement points reduce this effect[42] and lead

to greater overall accuracy1. In this case, the quantity ∆x represents the distance between

two consecutive pressure points and two consecutive displacement points. The number

of intervals for each state variable is defined by N = 1
∆x

, which is always guaranteed

to be a positive integer by our aforementioned choices of ∆x. This choice induces N + 1

pressure points and N+1 displacement points (including boundary points), which produces

staggered grid containing a total of 2N + 2 points.

4.1.1 Results

Figures 4.2- 4.13 display the threshold β∗ values at various choices of ∆t and ∆x. Fig-

ures 4.2- 4.5, 4.6- 4.9, and 4.10- 4.13 show the thresholds for the Block Jacobi, Block

Upper Gauss-Seidel, and Block Lower Gauss-Seidel splitting methods, respectively. Each

individual graph represents a different value of α.

The results indicate that there is no qualitative difference between the convergence be-

havior of the Block Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel splittings. They are all, at best, conditionally

convergent. The existence of a surface separating convergent and divergent indicates that

for any given ∆t and ∆x, there exists some range of parameter values such that the splitting

will not converge. Non-dimensionalization of the homogeneous constant coefficient case in-

1It is also stated in[39] that a backward time difference is unconditionally stable for all values of β.

Note that stability and consistency of the finite difference method are insufficient conditions to guarantee

convergence of the proposed operator splitting methods.
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dicates that for a given α ∈ [0, 1], the product β ≡ c0ν is the primary quantity which

characterizes the convergence or divergence of the operator splitting. The space of conver-

gent and divergent coupled problems separated by the surface β∗(∆t,∆x), corresponding

to the values of β such that the spectral radius of the discrete operator M−1N is less than

unity for each tested value α. It was determined that the half space β ≥ β∗(∆t,∆x) always

corresponds to the set of parameters such that the operator splitting converges.

In all operator splitting methods and for a given α and constant ∆x, the surface

β∗(∆t,∆x) decreases as ∆t increases. A similar trend is observed for all other values of

α. Due to the unconditionally stable implicit timestepping scheme, this indicates that the

recommended strategy to ensure convergence for a given β is to increase the time stepsize,

rather than decreasing it. While this strategy ensures convergence, it sacrifices accuracy in

the process as larger ∆t decreases the order of accuracy in the obtained solution.

In the case of strong fluid-solid coupling (α = 1), it was also observed that for all

proposed operator splitting methods with constant α and (∆t,∆x → (0, 0), the threshold

surface β∗(∆x,∆t) increases asymptotically to unity. We conjecture that the range of

parameters values β which enable convergence of all proposed operator splitting methods

can be conservatively estimated by the half-space above the threshold plane β = 1.

In the limit as α → 0, we observe that the threshold surface β∗(∆t,∆x) decreases

uniformly in value as does the threshold plane. This indicates that a greater range of

parameter values converge as the coupling strength decreases. For a fixed ∆t, ∆x, and

β, the spectral radius of M−1N also decreases as α → 0. This implies that if convergent,

the operator splitting methods converge faster as the strength of the coupling decreases.

Indeed, this is consistent with our previous assumptions.

Although any value of β above the threshold surface ensures convergence, the number

of iterations required to converge within a given error tolerance ε varies for different β. The

rate of convergence of fixed point iterations is known to be inversely proportional to the

spectral radius of the discrete operator M−1N . Thus, the expected number of iterations

required to converge as increases as β → β∗(∆x,∆t) and decreases as β → ∞. Due
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β ρ(M−1N) iterations

0.9 1.0528 Does not converge

1 0.99877 2510

2 0.70624 16

5 0.4466 8

10 0.31584 6

100 0.099877 2

Table 4.1: Convergence Table for α = 1, ∆t = 0.001, and ∆x = 0.002

to the diffusive nature of the solutions to the poroelasticity equations for fixed boundary

conditions2, the maximum number of iterations required to converge at any timestep is

bounded by the first timestep. We also test the convergence behavior for a constant ∆t,

∆x, and α. In these tests, the fixed point iteration uses the residual convergence criterion

||vtcoupled − v
t,k
split|| ≤ ε

where vtcoupled = (ut, pt)T and vt,ksplit = (ut,k, pt,k)T are the numerical solutions from solving the

fully coupled and the jacobi operator splitting methods, respectively. For experimentation,

we chose ε = 10−5 in all tests. The data displayed in Table 4.1 is consistent with theoretical

predictions.

4.2 Case II

In Case II, we assume the elastic moduli ν(x) and mobility K(x) are linear functions of

space and all other material parameters are constant. Characterization of all the infinite

variations in possible choices ν(x) and K(x) is beyond the scope of this thesis. We limit

our current analysis to linear functions

ν(x) = K(x) = mx+ b > 0

2Boundary conditions that do not vary in time.
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Figure 4.2: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 1.

Figure 4.3: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.8.
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Figure 4.4: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.5.

Figure 4.5: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.2.
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Figure 4.6: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 1.

Figure 4.7: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.8.
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Figure 4.8: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.5.

Figure 4.9: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.2.
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Figure 4.10: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 1.

Figure 4.11: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.8.
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Figure 4.12: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.5.

Figure 4.13: Threshold Surface β∗ at various ∆t and ∆x values with α = 0.2.
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with positive slope m. We also restrict our domain to the interval [0, 1].

Motivated by the results of the non-dimensional constant coefficient case, we hypothesize

that the values of c0ν(x) play an essential role in the characterization of the convergence of

the operator splitting methods. Without loss of generality, we restrict c0 = 1 and α = 1. In

our tests, we also hold the slope m constant and determine the optimal threshold y-intercept

b value which ensures convergence for each choice of ∆t and ∆x. Using the same framework

as in Case I. We discretize the fully coupled and split equations by finite difference method

on a staggered grid.

Based on the previous results, we predict that when ν(x) < 1 for all x ∈ [0, 1], the

operator splitting diverges. Likewise, we expect the splitting method to converge when

ν(x) ≥ 1 for all x ∈ [0, 1]. In this convergent case, we anticipate the rate of convergence to

increase as as the minx∈[0,1] ν(x) increases. We also anticipate divergence if νmin ≤ ν(x) ≤

νmax for all x ∈ [0, 1], with 0 < νmin < 1 and νmax > 1.

4.2.1 Results

Figures 4.14- 4.19 display the threshold y-intercept b surfaces at various ∆t and ∆x for

constant c0 = α = 1. Each graph corresponds to a different value of the slope m = 10i for

i = −2,−1, ..., 3 such that ν(x) = mx+b. For the small positive slopes chosen in figures 4.14

and 4.15, the threshold surface b∗ is bounded by the plane b = 1 over the range of ∆t

and ∆x values tested. As before, the threshold surface is monotonically increasing as

∆t,∆x → 0 and b∗(∆t,∆x) → 0 as ∆t increases. This indicates that convergence can be

ensured for fixed spatial discretization ∆x by increasing the time step ∆t. Further testing

(not displayed) indicates that decreasing α also decreases in the asymptotic limiting plane

which the threshold surface approaches, but never crosses.

As the slope m increases (figures 4.16- 4.19), the threshold surface b∗ values decreases

at all (∆t,∆x). As shown in figure 4.16, the decrease in the threshold surface values

does not correspond to a vertical shift in the surface, but rather a lateral shift towards

the origin in the ∆x-∆t plane. In the case where m = 100 and m = 1000 (figures 4.18-
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m b c0 ρ(M−1N) iterations

0.2 0.9 1 1.01 Does not converge

0.2 1.0 1 0.96 162

0.2 1.1 1 0.92 16

0.2 2 1 0.68 8

0.2 5 1 0.44 6

0.2 20 1 0.2175 2

Table 4.2: Convergence for c0 = 1

m b c0 ρ(M−1N) iterations

0.2 1.8 0.5 1.02 Does not converge

0.2 1.9 0.5 0.98 522

0.2 2.0 0.5 0.96 168

0.2 5 0.5 0.61 14

0.2 20 0.5 0.2175 6

Table 4.3: Convergence for c0 = 0.5

4.19, respectively), the threshold surface reduces smaller than machine epsilon for double

precision (O(10−324). The plane b = 1 remains an asymptotic limit in these cases, despite

not being visible in the range of ∆t,∆x displayed. This result indicates that the convergence

of our operator splitting method is less restrictive for large ∆x when material property

gradient is large. In contrast, when the material property gradient is small, the threshold

surface is nearly identical to the limit plane b = 1 over all ∆t and ∆x.

Tables 4.2-4.3 show the convergence behavior for various values of b and c0 for α = 1,

∆x = 0.002 and ∆t = 0.001. In the case with c0 = 0.5, the optimal threshold y-intercept

b∗ value is roughly double that of the case with c0 = 1. This shift corresponds to a shift in

the threshold surface upwards. Also, the optimal threshold b∗ value shifts to slightly less

than double the value with c0 = 1. This is a byproduct of the variation encompassed by
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Figure 4.14: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 0.01.

the slope m = 0.2. In this context, the value of the slope m shifts the threshold surface

horizontally toward the origin in the ∆x-∆t plane.

These findings contradict our initial assumption that the operator splitting method

diverges when ν(x) obtains values less than and greater that unity in the domain x ∈ [0, 1].

It implies that the material property gradients play a significant role in characterizing the

convergent problems for our proposed operator splitting methods. In the case of linear

heterogeneity, our operator splitting method converges for a wider range of discretization

choices ∆t,∆x when a large gradient exists. However, the threshold surface increases as ∆t,

∆x decrease, approaching a limiting surface. This indicates that conditional stability holds

for material properties under a limiting plane. The value of this plane strongly depends on

the value of α and c0.
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Figure 4.15: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 0.1.

Figure 4.16: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 1.0.
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Figure 4.17: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 10.0.

Figure 4.18: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 100.0.
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Figure 4.19: Threshold Surface of optimal y-intercept b∗ values at various ∆t and
∆x values with α = c0 = 1 and m = 1000.0.
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Chapter 5

Multiscale Experiments

In this chapter, we explore the convergence of the proposed multiscale method for fluid

flow and solid deformation. We divide our analysis into three stages in which we verify the

convergence of the following methods separately:

1. Chu et al.’s method for multiscale flow in porous media

2. Our multiscale solid deformation method

3. Our multiscale reaction-diffusion method

5.1 Verification of Chu et al.’s method

In our preliminary numerical verification experiments, we implemented Chu et al.’s method

for fluid flow in porous media. We designed two dimensional medium consisting of a pore

network of size 10× 4096 throats of unit length L. Each interior pore is connected by four

throats while boundary pores are connected by a single throat. The flux between flux

is given as by the Hagen-Poisseuille Law. Additionally, a uniform pressure gradient was

imposed with p = 100 on the left and p = 0 on the right axial boundaries (x-direction) and

periodic conditions on the transverse boundaries (y-direction). For simplicity, a unit fluid

viscosity was also used.

To confirm the convergence of the multiscale method, we vary the number of sampling

subdomains µ and sample lengths δ to be positive integer powers of two such that 16 ≤

µδ ≤ 4096 ∗ L. As illustrated in figure 5.1 samples of length δ are extracted from center

of the subdomain xl+ 1
2

of size ∆x. Each sample pore network is of size δ × 10 throats.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of a one dimensional multiscale flow model method sam-
pling a two-dimensional pore network model

This ensures that the boundaries of all sampled pore networks correspond to nodes of the

original network and no throats are artificially truncated.

To measure the error in the multiscale method, we compare the computed pressure and

flux values to those of the fully microscopic pore network model consisting of 10 × 4096

throats. Note that the macroscopic pressure values computed in the multiscale method

are in a one-dimensional domain, but the fully microscopic model is two dimensional. To

compare, we average the pressure values along each vertical cross-section of the fully micro-

scopic pore network model and compare only those pressure values at locations collocated

in the macroscopic grid of the multiscale model. We define the relative ∞-norm metric in

pressure and flux respectively as ep∞ ≡
||Pm−Pd||∞
||Pd||∞

and eF∞ ≡
||Fm−Fd||∞
||Fd||∞

, where Pm and Fm

are the pressure and flux values obtained from the multiscale method while Pd and Fd are

the average pressure and flux values obtained from the fully microscopic model. In this
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Figure 5.2: Conductance distribution for Fluid Flow Case I.

context, the infinity norm error produces the maximum error between the fully microscopic

and multiscale models only at overlapping grid points. All other grid points of the fully

microscopic model are ignored.

According to [26, 25], the multiscale method converges in a single iteration from any ini-

tial guess of the vector of macroscopic pressure values P satisfying the macroscopic bound-

ary conditions assuming that the microscopic conductance is linear. In our experiments,

we allow the multiscale method to iterate between micro and macroscale models until the

maximum error in pressure between two consecutive iterations is less than ε ≡ 10−8. In all

experiments, we chose the initial guess of macroscopic pressure to be linearly distributed

between the (dirichlet) boundary conditions.

We conduct three classes of numerical experiments to verify the accuracy of the mul-

tiscale flow model. The three experiments correspond to different distributions of conduc-

tances within the fully microscopic model. Figures 5.3- 5.4 depict the conductances for the

three cases tested.

In experiment I, we assume constant conductance values g = 1 at all locations in the

fully microscopic grid. In this case, we hypothesize that all simulations, irrespective of

sample size or number of sampling domains, converge to the same solution with the same

accuracy.
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Figure 5.3: Conductance distribution for Fluid FLow Case II.

Figure 5.4: A random conductance distribution for Fluid Flow Case III.

In experiment II, we assume linearly increasing conductance values from the left to the

right of the domain. g(x) = x where x is the x-component of the coordinates center of

the throat. As such, there is no variation in conductance values across any vertical cross-

section in the fully microscopic model. All variations in conductances are in the horizontal

direction. In this case, we hypothesize that the structured nature of the conductance values

should lead to rapid convergence.

In experiment III, we assume the conductances are distributed randomly throughout

the fully microscopic model. We generate the random conductances by randomly assigning
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Figure 5.5: Experiment I Constant µ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
number of sampling domains µ with relative errors displayed for pres-
sure (left) and flux (right).

throat radii of the throats in the model. In our experiments, the throat radii are uniformily

randomly assigned in a range [rminrmax], with rmin = 0.005 to rmax = 0.5. Since the Hagen-

Poisseuille Law assigns conductance in quartic proportion with the radius of the throat

connecting two pores this corresponds to a conductance range [2.25×10−10, 2.25×10−2]. To

remove any bias in error calculation due to the distribution, we conduct 100 separate tests,

each with its own separate initial distribution. Within each individual test, all subsequent

error analysis varying the number of sampling domains µ and sample size δ is conducted

on the same initial conductance distribution. Finally, all relative pressure and flux errors

for each combination of µ and δ are averaged.

5.1.1 Experiment I

Recall that in Experiment I, we assume a constant conductance value distributed through-

out the fully microscopic model. In this case, we previously assumed that the relative

errors would be nearly zero in all cases. Clearly, Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates that non-

zero errors exist between the multiscale solution and the fully microscopic solution. Figure

5.5 illustrates the convergence of the multiscale method holding the number of sampling
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Figure 5.6: Experiment I Constant µδ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
total sampling area µδ with relative errors displayed for pressure (left)
and flux (right).

subdomains µ constant and varying the size of the sampling domain. Figure 5.8 illustrates

the convergence behavior as the total sampling area µδ is held constant and the number

of sampling domains increases. The relative error is less than 1.4× 10−12 for pressure and

8.6 × 10−8 in flux. Though the flux errors remained slightly larger in magnitude the flux

errors, both were extremely small and nearly equal to the convergence criterion parameter

ε.

Note that in all cases of Experiment I, the multiscale method converged in only two

multiscale iterations, which is the minimum number possible under our constraints. Fur-

ther experimentation with consecutive iteration error ε = 10−11 revealed higher accuracy,

but required considerably more iterations. Further analysis of the absolute error in pressure

||Pm − Pd||∞ shows the error oscillates at values between 10−10 and 10−11. Using differ-

ent suitable initial guesses, we observe that the multiscale method does in fact acheive

considerable accuracy in the first iteration, but fails to improve this error significantly in

subsequent iterations. This result indicates that the multiscale method gives a relatively

accurate answer, but converges cannot achieve arbitrary accuracy even in the constant
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Figure 5.7: Experiment II Constant µ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
number of sampling domains µ with relative errors displayed for pres-
sure (left) and flux (right) in the linearly varying conductance case.

conductance case.

5.1.2 Experiment II

In experiment II, conductances remain constant along each vertical cross-section but vary

linearly in the x-direction. We previously hypothesized that the structured nature of the

conductance model would lead to fast convergence behaviors. Figures 5.7- 5.8 illustrate

that the convergence behavior is much slower than expected. In Figure 5.7 shows the

behavior as the number of sampling subdomains is held constant and the sample sizes

successively double. It is easy to see that relative errors are high initially and do not

decrease significantly until all possible information in the fully microscopic model is utilized.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the convergence behavior holding the total sampling area µδ con-

stant and varying the number of sampling subdomains. We observe an interesting phe-

nomenon: a slight initial increase in pressure errors when the number of sampling subdo-

mains increases from µ = 22 to µ = 23. After this initial spike, the pressure errors decrease

monotonically. The relative flux errors are significantly higher than the relative pressure

errors in all cases except when µδ = 4096. In other words, high accuracy is only acheived
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Figure 5.8: Experiment II Constant µδ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
total sampling area µδ with relative errors displayed for pressure (left)
and flux (right) in the linearly varying conductance case.

in the case when the total sampling area is equal to the total area of the domain. We inter-

pret this case as a Domain Decomposition case because the subdomains form a complete,

non-overlapping partition of the computational domain.

5.1.3 Experiment III

In experiment III, 100 tests were conducted using random conductances obtained from a

uniformly random throat radii distribution. Each test consisted of fixing the conductance

values initially and varying the number of sampling subdomains µ and sample size δ anal-

ogously as in Experiments I & II. After 100 tests, the results from each µδ combination are

averaged and presented in figures 5.9- 5.10 with a logarithmic scale in the x-axis.

Figures 5.11- 5.14 compare a typical multiscale solutions to the solution of the fully

microscopic model. The solid bold line represents the average pressures along each cross-

section of the fully microscopic model at all points. The open circles at the end of each

vertical line represents the approximated multiscale solution at the discrete point. Note

that all error measures are the maximum difference between overlapping points between

the macroscopic grid and the fully microscopic model. Observing these particular instances
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Figure 5.9: Experiment III Constant µ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
number of sampling domains µ with relative errors displayed for pres-
sure (left) and flux (right) in the random conductance case.
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Figure 5.10: Experiment III Constant µδ Analysis: Solid lines represent a constant
total sampling area µδ with relative errors displayed for pressure (left)
and flux (right) in the random conductance case.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between the averaged fully microscopic solution and the
multiscale solution with µ = 8 subdomains and sample size δ = 4.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between the averaged fully microscopic solution and the
multiscale solution with µ = 8 subdomains and sample size δ = 8.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between the averaged fully microscopic solution and the
multiscale solution with µ = 8 subdomains and sample size δ = 16.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the averaged fully microscopic solution and the
multiscale solution with µ = 8 subdomains and sample size δ = 32.

may lead the reader to believe that smaller sample sizes (e.g. δ = 4in figure 5.11) lead to

smaller errors than larger sample sizes (e.g. δ = 8 in figure 5.12). However, the average

trend as the sample size δ increases shows that the multiscale solution approaches the

cross-section averaged solution of the fully microscopic model.

The results in figure 5.9 indicate that relative errors of both pressure and flux uniformily

decrease when the number of sampling subdomains µ is held constant and the sample size

δ increases. However, the results in figure 5.10 indicate that neither pressure nor flux

achieve convergence when the total sampling area is constant and the number of sampling

subdomains increases. In this case, the relative pressure error increases slightly, but the

flux error increases dramatically.

Under analogous testing parameters, Chu et al.[26] encountered similar divergent ten-

dencies. They reported that this lack of convergence is a byproduct of the constant bound-

ary conditions imposed upon the local pore network models sampled from the fully mi-

croscopic model. The random distribution of conductances ensures that the true pressure

across any vertical cross-section of the fully microscopic model is non-constant with prob-

ability 1. Hence, as more sampling subdomains are used, more vertical cross-sections are

artificially held constant. This modeling error increases significantly and is in stark contrast

to the convergence behavior observed in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.15: Stiffness distribution for Solid Deformation Case I.

Figure 5.16: Stiffness distribution for Solid Deformation Case II.

5.2 Multiscale Solid Deformation

Like the multiscale flow experiments, we test the convergence of the multiscale deformation

model with constant, linearly varying and random stiffnesses Eij. Like the previous exper-

iments, we use E = 1 for all springs in experiment I and E(x) = x in experiment II. In

experiment III, we choose stiffnesses from a uniformly random distribution in the interval

[1, 1000]. Figures 5.15- 5.17 displays the stiffness distributions for the three experiments.

Again, we choose the number of sampling subdomains µ and sample lengths δ as positive

integer powers of two.
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Figure 5.17: A random stiffness distribution for Solid Deformation Case III.

In all experiments, the fully microscopic model consists of |Ω| ≡ 28 = 4096 spring

elements with unit length and cross-sectional area. Consequently, we choose µ & δ as

positive integer powers of two such that µδ ≤ 4096. We also impose purely dirichlet

boundary conditions at the macroscopic level and compare the multiscale solutions to the

solution of the fully microscopic model.

Based on the convergence behaviors observed in the multiscale flow algorithm, we pre-

dict that the multiscale deformation algorithm will have analogous behaviors. In Experi-

ment I, we predict uniformly small relative errors in displacement and total force, regardless

of the choice of µ and δ when all spring stiffnesses are constant. In Experiment II, we ex-

pect very small relative errors only when the multiscale model fully samples the underlying

micro models; i.e. when µδ = 65, 536. In the case with µ constant and δ increases, we

expect to see significant reduction in relative errors only when δislarge. In experiment III,

we expect to observe convergence with µ constant and δ increasing, but not when µδ is

constant and µ increasing.

5.2.1 Results

Figures 5.18- 5.23 show analogous convergence behaviors in displacement and total bound-

ary force for the three cases considered as observed in the multiscale flow problem in the
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Figure 5.18: Multiscale deformation errors for constant stiffness and constant µ,
varying sample size δ

previous section.

Small fluctuations in displacement and force errors exist when the stiffnesses are con-

stant throughout the medium(figures 5.18- 5.19). The relative errors fluctuate within less

than 10−11, indicating nearly constant accuracy 5.18. Analysis with constant sampling

area (figure 5.19) shows that as the number of sampling subdomains µ increases, the rela-

tive errors in displacement and force fluctuate closer and closer to approximate asymptotes

at 2.4× 10−12 and 5.2× 10−12, respectively. The small relative errors across all simulations

indicates that the multiscale algorithm converges with reasonable accuracy in the constant

stiffness case.

Figures 5.20- 5.21 illustrate the convergence behavior for a medium with linearly in-

creasing stiffness. An analogous phenomenon occurs as discovered in Experiment II of the

multiscale flow problem in the previous section. Initial relative errors are large, but in-

crementally decreases as the sample size increases. In the simulations with full sampling

µδ = |Ω| = 4096, relative errors are significantly smaller (relative error < 10−10) than all
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Figure 5.19: Multiscale deformation errors for constant stiffness and constant sam-
pling area µδ, varying number of sampling subdomains µ

other simulations. This indicates that the multiscale algorithm operates most effectively as

a full domain decomposition method in this case. Holding µ constant, we observe uniform

decrease in error as δ (figure 5.20) increases. Maintaining a constant sampling area µδ,

we observe a slight initial increase in relative error as µ increases from 22 to 23 sampling

subdomains. After this initial increase, all other errors decay uniformily with increasing µ.

Figures 5.22- 5.23 illustrate the resulting averaged relative errors after 100 tests with

uniformly random distributed stiffnesses E ∈ [1, 1000]. Figure 5.22 apparently illustrates

that both displacement and force errors decrease uniformly with increasing µ and δ. How-

ever, Figure 5.22 clearly shows that the algorithm is divergent in displacement and force

for constant µδ and increasing µ.

These results are consistent with the multiscale flow simulations in the previous chapters

and with the results in [26, 25]. In [26, 25], they tested a fully two dimensional microscopic

flow model with a one dimensional macroscopic model. They attributed lack of convergence
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Figure 5.20: Multiscale deformation errors for linearly increasing and constant µ,
varying sample size δ

Figure 5.21: Multiscale deformation errors for linearly increasing stiffness and con-
stant sampling area µδ, varying number of sampling subdomains µ
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Figure 5.22: Average multiscale deformation errors for 100 random stiffness tests
with constant µ, varying sample size δ

to the artificially constant dirichlet boundary condition imposed on vertical cross-sections

of the two dimensional model despite non-constant (random) conductances along these

cross-sections. It was argued that larger numbers of sampling subdomains µ result in more

micro models with artificially constant dirichlet conditions and thus greater errors. Our

results indicate that this may not be entirely accurate. Our model uses a one-dimensional

fully microscopic and macroscopic model, but results in analogous divergent behavior as µ

increases. We explore possible explanation of this phenomenon in the next chapter.

5.3 Multiscale Elliptic Reaction-Diffusion

We use the same testing framework as introduced in section 5.1 to test our multiscale

elliptic reaction diffusion algorithm to solve

− d

dx

(
K(x)

dp

dx

)
+ c∗P = f.

The fully microscopic model is a two dimensional rectangular lattice network model

with 4096× 10 edges, each of unit length; yielding a one dimensional macroscopic domain
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Figure 5.23: Average multiscale deformation errors for 100 random stiffness tests
with constant sampling area µδ, varying number of sampling subdo-
mains µ

Ω ≡ [0, 4096]. We impose purely dirichlet boundary conditions PL = 100 and PR = 0 at

the left and right cross-sectional boundaries of model. We use its solution as the basis of

comparison with the multiscale method. Again, we choose µ and δ as positive integer powers

of two such that µδ ≤ 4096 and compare the multiscale solution to the fully microscopic

solution.

In this case, we examine the convergence behavior of the constant coefficient case with

K(x) = 1 and the the linear case with K(x) = x. Without loss of generality, we choose

c∗ = 1 in both cases. We only measure the relative pressure error measure in the L∞ norm

and do not consider the flux error. For additional comparison, we also compute errors

in the finite difference solution on a mesh with N = µ equispaced intervals. The finite

difference method uses a 2nd order centered spatial difference to approximate the second

derivative term in the PDE. We hypothesize that the relative errors will be consistent with

the behavior observed in the previous two sections. That is, we suspect relative errors

on the order of 10−12 in all cases, with some fluctuations no greater than 10−11. We also
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hypothesize no significant difference between the finite difference and multiscale solutions

for a given µ = N .

5.3.1 Results

Figure 5.24 depicts the exact, finite difference, and multiscale solutions on a logarithmic

y-axis for a given N = µ and sample length δ = 4. Visually, it appears as though the non-

linear nature of the fully microscopic solution is more easily captured by both the finite

difference and our multiscale method when the number of macroscopic gridpoints increases.

Examination of the relative errors in tables 5.1- 5.2, however, suggests a different story.

As the macroscopic grid refines, larger errors are incurred in both the finite difference

and multiscale methods. This apparent divergence is simply a by-product of the scale of

heterogeneity in the true solution itself. At a very small length scale, the solutions sharply

drop from the left boundary condition value PL = 100 to nearly 0. Though the mesh is

refined, the spatial stepsize is never completely refined to scales smaller than the finite

interval containing this drop; neither for the finite difference nor for the multiscale model.

Thus, the discrete solutions increase in absolute error as they approximate the large initial

drop in values.

Figure pairs 5.26- 5.27 and 5.28- 5.29 show the convergence behavior for the constant

and linearly varying conductance cases, respectively. In the constant case, our multiscale

method converges to more accurate solutions than the finite difference solution as the

sample lengths δ increase. As the number of sampling subdomains µ increases, errors

apparently increase. However, as with the finite difference method, this is a byproduct of

the inability of the macroscopic grid to capture the behavior in the heterogeneous region

near the left boundary condition.

The linearly varying case exhibits dramatically distinct behavior in comparison to the

analogous cases for solid deformation and Chu et al.’s model. Figure 5.25 shows that the

non-constant conductance intensifies the decay in the solutions. This decay is illustrated

by the smaller boundary layer near the x0. The multiscale method’s convergence more
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Figure 5.24: Exact, finite difference, and multiscale solutions to the reaction-
diffusion equation with constant conductance K(x) = 1 and various
number of sampling subdomains µ and δ = 4. All graphs are plotted
with a logarithmic scale on y-axis.
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Figure 5.25: Exact, finite difference, and multiscale solutions to the reaction-
diffusion equation with linearly increasing conductance K(x) = x and
various number of sampling subdomains µ and δ = 4. All graphs are
plotted with a logarithmic scale on y-axis.
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Table 5.1: Relative Error in multiscale model solution w.r.t. fully microscopic
model in the constant conductance case

δ

4 8 16 32 64 128 256

µ

4 1.1154e-08 2.1192e-14 3.8248e-26 8.2631e-98 7.2690e-194 0 0

8 8.9059e-08 6.7419e-13 1.9318e-23 7.9306e-45 6.6827e-88 2.3726e-174 9.9233e-215

16 7.0971e-07 2.1325e-11 9.6264e-21 9.8081e-40 5.0910e-78 9.9616e-108 9.9616e-108

32 5.6340e-06 6.6683e-10 4.6706e-18 1.1457e-34 3.1562e-54 3.1562e-54

64 4.4385e-05 2.0390e-08 2.1512e-15 1.7646e-27 1.7766e-27

128 3.4443e-04 5.9735e-07 8.5496e-13 4.2149e-14

256 2.5905e-03 1.5969e-05 2.0499e-07

closely resembles the behavior of the constant case in the reaction diffusion problem. That

is, the relative errors decrease significantly as the number of sampling subdomains µ is held

constant and the sample length increases. However, holding the total sampling area µδ

constant and increasing µ, relative errors increase. This behavior is akin to the divergent

behavior observed in the random heterogeneous cases for solid deformation and Chu et al.’s

model. This increase in error is reflective of the macroscopic grid’s inability to capture a

steep, continuous gradient in a boundary layer near x0.

The results above suggest that application to the heterogeneous (random) case would

exhibit similar characteristics. At first glance, figure 5.30 seems to indicate positive results.

Upon closer inspection, we observed two unexpected tendencies in our numerical results.

First, the algorithm frequently generates ill-conditioned macroscopic matrix systems. The

ill-conditioned systems are a consequence of the iterative algorithm approximating values

less than machine precision and can be avoided by carefully choosing the convergence crite-

rion. Secondly, and more problematically, the algorithm often generated negative pressure

and flux values. Further investigation revealed that monotonicity was not preserved in

the micromodels. That is, given boundary conditions Clearly, the lack of source terms in
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N Relative Error

4 1.1154e-08

8 8.9059e-08

16 7.0971e-07

32 5.6340e-06

64 4.4385e-05

128 3.4443e-04

256 2.5905e-03

Table 5.2: Relative Error in finite difference solution w.r.t. fully microscopic model

Figure 5.26: Logarithms of relative pressure error for Multiscale Reaction-Diffusion
PDE with constant conductance; holding µ constant and increasing δ.
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Figure 5.27: Logarithms of relative pressure error for Multiscale Reaction-Diffusion
PDE with constant conductance, holding total sample area µδ constant
and increasing µ
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Figure 5.28: Logarithms of relative pressure error for Multiscale Reaction-Diffusion
PDE with linearly varying conductance, holding µ constant and in-
creasing δ.
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Figure 5.29: Logarithms of relative pressure error for Multiscale Reaction-Diffusion
PDE with linearly varying conductance, holding total sample area con-
stant µδ and increasing µ.
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Figure 5.30: Logarithms of average relative pressure error for Multiscale Reaction-
Diffusion PDE with random conductance, holding µ constant and in-
creasing δ.

the elliptic PDE suggests that pressure values be bounded by the boundary conditions.

Monotonicity in the solution also suggests that flux values also be non-negative for a nega-

tive pressure gradient. Lack of these two properties suggests that the proposed microscale

model may not approximate the heterogeneous case effectively.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Operator Splitting

It was predicted in chapter 3 that the proposed block operator splitting method is condi-

tionally convergent. Our numerical experiments characterize both the range of problems

for which the operator splitting methods converge and their corresponding rates of conver-

gence. We found no qualitative difference between the Block Jacobi and Block Gauss-Seidel

Splitting methods.

6.1.1 Key Findings

In the homogeneous material property case, non-dimensionalization revealed that the prod-

uct between the constrained specific storage coefficient and the elastic moduli β = c0ν ad-

equately characterizes the convergence behavior for constant Biot-Willis Coefficient α. We

define a threshold surface β∗ for each α which separates the parameter space into problems

guaranteed to converge or diverge for each choice of ∆t and ∆x. As α → 0, the surface

uniformly decreases to the plane β = 0. This corresponds both to a larger range of param-

eter values which converge and faster convergence rates. The physical interpretation of this

limit is a characterization of a weakened coupling between the fluid flow and deformation

processes. Moreover, the threshold surface β∗ always approaches a limiting plane parallel

to the ∆x-∆t plane, above which convergence is assured. In the strongly-coupled case with

α = 1, the limiting plane is given by β = 1. This result indicates that problems with β > 1

are guaranteed to converge with a rate of convergence that increases as β increases.
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We use the characterization of the homogeneous case to guide our tests of the linearly

variable coefficient case with ν(x) = k(x) = mx + b. We find that the increases in slope

m shift the threshold surfaces toward the origin, enabling the convergence of the operator

splitting for a larger set of problems. However, the slope does not lower the value of the

limiting plane which the threshold surface does not cross. This limiting plane is strongly

affected by variations in c0 and α. Again as α→ 0, the strength of the coupling decreases

and the limiting plane also decreases with it.

More importantly, large material property gradients result in a wider range of convergent

problems for larger values of ∆t and ∆x. This suggests that larger heterogeneity results

in improved convergence of the operator splitting method. In the context of multiscale

poroelasticity, this is significant because we wish to approximate the solution on a coarse

mesh corresponding to ∆x larger than the scale of the heterogeneity. Further testing is

needed to determine if this trend holds true for highly oscillatory material coefficients with

large amplitudes.

6.1.2 Limitations

The numerical experiments give evidence that the threshold surface separating convergent

and divergent problems for our operator splitting method approaches an asymptotic limit

as ∆t and ∆x approach zero. This is, by no means, an analytical proof of the limit.

Given the complexity of determining the analytical form of the spectral radius of the

stationary operator M−1N , this is our best attempt to characterize the parameter space

which guarantees convergence.

These results only apply to the case linear heterogeneity and with ν(x) = k(x) only.

Because of the infinitely many possible choices of functions ν(x) and k(x), it is impossible

to characterize all possible variations and permutations. One particular case of interest

not addressed by this thesis is the case with highly oscillatory ν(x) and k(x). This is an

important benchmark case for a multiscale method for poroelasticity and we seek to test

this case in the future for various amplitudes and frequencies.
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Number of iterations needed to achieve convergence within a given error tolerance is a

significant drawback to the proposed operator splitting method. As the material parameter

values approach the threshold surface, more iterations are required for the operator splitting

method to converge. The computational cost of multiple iterations using the operator

splitting method can supersede the cost of a single solve of the fully coupled equations.

The proposed operator splitting methods are pure decompositions of the coupled opera-

tor at a specific time t. In the block gauss-seidel splitting methods, the unmodified solution

from one equation is used as a source term in the remaining equation without projective

corrections. In the framework of fixed point iterations, various acceleration methods can

be employed to improve the rate of convergence. Most notably, successive overrelaxation,

Aitken, Chebyshev, and various krylov methods can be used to accelerate its convergence.

An ideal method enables convergence in a fixed number of iterations independent of pa-

rameter values and spatiotemporal discretization. Use of Kim[46]’s projective corrections

may significantly improve the convergence rates, but it remains unclear if these methods

can be extended to the variable coefficient case.

The current thesis assumes heterogeneous mobility K and elastic moduli material pa-

rameters ν without regard to their correlation with the specific storage coefficient c0 and

the Biot-Willis Coefficient α. In the homogeneous case, α and c0 depend on other material

properties which may vary in space as well. We aggressively assume α and c0 are constant

throughout the medium. Though characterization of their spatial variations is beyond the

scope of this thesis, their variations may impact the applicability of our results to general

multiscale poroelasticity problems.

6.2 Multiscale Methods

As a component of treating the multiscale nature of the poroelasticity equations, the current

thesis sought to develop a multiscale method for the decoupled solid deformation and fluid

flow equations resulting from the proposed operator splitting method. Our method is
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uses finite volume method at the macroscopic scale and discrete network models at the

microscale. In particular, a microscopic reaction-diffusion model was proposed to resolve

the fluid flow equation.

6.2.1 Key Findings

In the course of attempting to replicate the results of Chu et al.’s multiscale algorithm, we

implemented and tested their algorithm for diffusion in porous media in three benchmark

cases; two of which were not addressed in their original paper: Homogeneous and Linearly

Variant conductances. In addition to replicating the results for the heterogeneous (random)

conductance case, we discovered two important facts about the algorithm. Firstly, in the

case of the Hagen-Poiseuille conductance model, Chu et al. (2012) claimed that conver-

gence is theoretically attained in a single iteration within machine precision. Our results

indicate that residual error decreases significantly in the first iteration, but not necessarily

to within machine precision even in the homogeneous conductance case. This indicates

that the we cannot impose excessively small error tolerances between the multiscale and

fully microscopic solutions, even in the most idealized circumstances.

Secondly, while convergence is achieved in the linearly variant conductance case, sig-

nificant relative errors exist when subsampling is used. In this case, relative errors are

only small when fully micro sampling is used. The only case in which subsampling proved

efficient is in the heterogeneous (random) conductance case. In the heterogeneous case,

we confirm that convergence is achieved when the number of sampling subdomains µ is

held constant and the length of the samples δ increases but not vice-versa. Constant δ and

increasing µ results in increasing relative errors both in pressure and flux. Similar trends

were also reported in Chu et al. (2012).

We proposed a method for multiscale solid deformation in 1D based on coupling finite

volume method at the macroscopic level with direct stiffness methods at the microscopic

level. We achieved analogous convergence behavior for the homogeneous, linearly variant,

and heterogeneous cases in comparison to the aforementioned replication tests. Our results
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indicate a similar lack of convergence in the heterogeneous case with constant sample length

δ and increasing the number of sampling subdomains µ. Chu et al. (2012) claimed this

behavior to be the result of the imposition of uniform dirichlet boundary conditions along

cross-sections of the fully microscopic model with non-uniform conductances. Since our

micromodel is 1D, this behavior cannot be attributed to this phenomenon. It is clear

that the use of purely dirichlet boundary conditions in the micromodel contains within it

inherent errors that amplify with increasing sampling subdomains. The exact source of

these errors is unknown and requires further testing.

We also proposed a method to solve the multiscale reaction-diffusion problem resulting

from the decoupled flow problem. Our method proposed an alternative network model

which accounts for the reaction term in the macroscopic equation. The characteristics

of the test problem produce a boundary layer which is difficult to capture even in the

constant coefficient case with finite difference method. Our preliminary results indicate that

our multiscale algorithm produces more accurate results than the standard finite difference

method for the constant and linearly varying coefficient cases. The heterogeneous (random)

case produced inconsistent convergence results related to negative fluxes generated in the

reaction-diffusion micromodels. Despite the use of purely dirichlet boundary conditions

in the axial directions and periodic boundary conditions along the transverse boundaries,

monotonicity was not preserved in the micromodel. Further investigation is required to

determine the exact cause of the negative fluxes.

6.2.2 Limitations

The constant coefficient cases of solid deformation and Chu et al.’s method reveals that

the multiscale method does not achieve accuracy to approximately machine precision. We

note that Chu et al. never disclosed results in the constant coefficient or linearly increasing

case. Furthermore, the micromodels in our method utilized a distinct topological structure

in comparison to Chu et al.’s work. In our models, we use connectivity number 4 and 2 in

the replication study and the solid deformation model, respectively while Chu et al. (2012)
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used connectivity 6 arranged in a triangular mesh structure. We hypothesize the difference

in performance results may partially be attributed to this difference.

Except for the constant coefficient cases, significant sampling area is always required

to achieve small relative errors in Chu et al.’s model and the multiscale solid deformation

model. Particularly in the linearly variant case, relative errors do not diminish significantly

except in the case of full sampling of the microscopic model. While this appears to be a

significant limitation of the method, one must keep in mind that it is inherently unreal-

istic to expect large accuracy using extremely small sampling subdomains in a multiscale

method. The fact remains that convergence is achieved in the limit as the total sampling

area approaches the size of the full computational domain. For many engineering appli-

cations, relative error less than 5% may be adequate. It remains unclear, however, how

significant the impact of the relative error in the multiscale method is on the convergence

of the operator splitting method. Further testing is required to determine the scope of this

impact.

Extensions of the multiscale method to higher dimensions is a bit more problematic in

the case of solid deformation. Static determinacy limitations and lack of shearing effects

severely reduce the use of truss-elements to the one dimensional case only. Moreover, the

discrete nature of the fully microscopic model necessitates that the sample length δ cannot

be chosen smaller than the length of the elements of the micromodels (e.g. the length of the

throat in a pore network model). The assumption is that the underlying microstructure is

known exactly and can be represented as a discrete graph. If the material properties ν(x)

and k(x) are given as smooth functions, we may substitute the discrete network models for

other continuous representations. Our heterogeneous multiscale framework enables us to

use any suitable microscale model which approximates the flux locally within each sampling

subdomain. In this case, we may also use traditional numerical techniques such as finite

difference or finite element method. To maintain higher order accuracy approximations of

the flux, a mixed finite element method may prove to be ideal in this case.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

The current thesis analyzed the operator splitting and multiscale methods separately as

modules of the same framework. Our future work seeks to incorporate the methods to-

gether. In order to do this, three primary issues must be addressed:

• Alternative restriction operators & data estimators to incorporate mixed dirichlet-

neumann boundary conditions.

• Projection of source terms onto microscale models

• Development of a multiscale elliptic reaction-diffusion model for the heterogeneous

(random) case.

Our multiscale poroelasticity problem is subject to mixed dirichlet-neumann boundary

conditions while our multiscale were only tested for purely dirichlet boundary conditions.

Alternative methods are required to incorporate these multiscale methods within the scope

of the proposed operator splitting framework. We propose an algorithm which constructs

successive iterations that preserve the mixed boundary conditions and linearly interpolates

both the dirichlet and neumann conditions onto micromodel boundaries.

Source terms in the operator splitting method originate from the decoupled gradient

and divergence operators in the poroelasticity equations. As the pressure and displacement

field variables lie on a staggered grid, their values fall on the boundaries of the control

volumes and are non-trivially distributed to either micromodel. We propose an averaging

approach in which the total contribution of source terms on control volume boundaries

is divided equally to the two control volumes connected to the boundary. Compatibility
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between the total source term in the control volume and the micromodel must also be

preserved. We propose an equal distribution of the total control volume source term to the

sampling subdomain’s source terms.

The multiscale reaction-diffusion model apparently fails to converge in some of the het-

erogeneous (random) tests due to a lack of monotonicity preservation. We hypothesize that

the micromodel’s reaction term’s coefficient may not be appropriately scaled. In our future

work, we seek to test an alternative micromodel with scaling based on the internodal length

of fully microscopic model L instead of the macroscopic spatial stepsize ∆x. Fortunately,

our operator splitting method is in a sufficiently generalized form such that any multiscale

method applicable to the decoupled diffusion and reaction diffusion equation can be used.

We may explore alternative multiscale methods for the elliptic reaction diffusion equation

if the proposed modifications do not result in adequate convergence results.

Regardless of the multiscale method chosen for either the solid deformation or the flow

equation, it is absolutely necessary to preserve higher order accuracy in the multiscale

methods to ensure convergence of the fixed point iteration. Since the multiscale solution of

one problem must necessarily be used as the source term of the other, relative errors may

result in divergence of the fixed point iteration. Ultimately, we seek the highest amount

of accuracy achievable using as little microscopic information as possible. As part of our

future work, we will determine the amount of accuracy required in the decoupled solutions

to ensure convergence in the fixed point iteration.
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